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In South Africa, nearly 80 % of electricity is generated from coal fired power plants.  Due to the 
complexity of the interconnected systems that make up a typical power plant, analysis of the root 
causes of load losses is not a straightforward process.  This often leads to losses incorrectly being 
ascribed to the Induced Draught (ID) fan, where detection occurs, while the problem actually 
originates elsewhere in the plant. 
The focus of this study was to develop and demonstrate a modelling methodology to quantify the 
effects of major plant anomalies on the capacity of ID fans in coal fired power plants.  The ensuing 
model calculates the operating point of the ID fan that is a result of anomalies experienced 
elsewhere in the plant.  This model can be applied in conjunction with performance test data as part 
of a root cause analysis procedure. 
The model has three main sections that are integrated to determine the ID fan operating point.  The 
first section is a water/steam cycle model that was pre-configured in VirtualPlantTM.  The steam 
plant model was verified via energy balance calculations and validated against original heat balance 
diagrams.  The second is a draught group model developed using FlownexSETM.  This one-
dimensional network is a simplification of the flue gas side of the five main draught group 
components, from the furnace inlet to the chimney exit, characterising only the aggregate heat 
transfer and pressure loss in the system.  The designated ID fan model is based on the original fan 
performance curves.  The third section is a Boiler Mass and Energy Balance (BMEB) specifically 
created for this purpose to: (1) translate the VirtualPlant results for the steam cycle into applicable 
boundary conditions for the Flownex draught group model; and (2) to calculate the fluid properties 
applicable to the draught group based on the coal characteristics and combustion process. 
The integrated modelling methodology was applied to a 600 MW class coal fired power plant to 
investigate the impact of six major anomalies that are typically encountered.  These are: changes in 
coal quality; increased boiler flue gas exit temperatures; air ingress into the boiler; air heater in-
leakage to the flue gas stream; feed water heaters out-of-service; and condenser backpressure 
degradation. 
It was inter alia found that a low calorific value (CV) coal of 14 MJ/kg compared to a typical 17 MJ/kg 
reduced the fan’s capacity by 2.1 %.  Also, having both HP FWH out of service decreased the fan’s 
capacity by 16.2 % 
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Eskom produces nearly 95 % of the electricity generated in South Africa and also provides power to 
neighbouring countries [1].  As Jeffery [2] noted, South Africa’s abundant coal reserves is the main 
source for power production using Coal Fired Power Plants (CFPP).  Figure 1 shows Eskom’s energy 
mix in 2017 and the expected energy mix for 2030 based on the Integrated Resource Plan[3]. 
 
Figure 1: Eskom’s electricity generation installed capacity/production 2017 (Left) and planned 2030 generation (Right) 
for South Africa 
It is expected that the proportion of electricity generated from other sources of energy will increase 
in the decades to come.  However, CFPP’s are most likely to continue producing most of South 
Africa’s electricity for the foreseeable future.  The misleading percentage drop of CFPPs from 83.6% 
to 44.6% translates to an actual installed generation capacity from 39 GW to 34 GW [3].  Excluding 
the two new plants under construction (Medupi and Kusile power stations), most of Eskom’s CFPP’s 
have passed mid-life with some approaching, if not passing, the end of their design life.  This aged 
power plant fleet is now more likely to have more components fail or, having deteriorated, operate 
inefficiently.  Developing tools to enable condition-based maintenance will contribute to lower 
maintenance costs and allow utilities to prioritise maintenance. 
The typical CFPP is based on an ideal water/steam Rankine cycle.  The technology, which was first 
commercially established around 1884 [4], has seen developments in technology which have led to 
increased efficiency and larger capacity power plants, while decreasing lifecycle costs. 
  




The typical layout of a modern day CFPP is depicted in Figure 2 above.  The method by which 
electricity is generated can be explained with respect to the coal/flue gas cycle and the water/steam 
cycle. 
In the coal/flue gas stream, the coal is pulverised in mills and then transported to the boiler where 
it is mixed with air to combust.  The resulting flue gas is drawn through a series of heat exchangers 
to generated high temperature steam.  At the boiler’s exhaust, the flue gas is still above ambient 
temperatures.  The energy contained in the exhaust gasses would normally be completely lost as it 
is discharged into the atmosphere.  While it still has the potential to be used for heating ambient 
fresh air entering the boiler.  The remaining heat in the flue gas is therefore used to pre-heat the 
incoming air in the air heaters, thereby contributing to reducing the heat demand from the boiler.  
Before being discharged to atmosphere, pollutants such as particulates and Sulphur Oxides (SOx) 
are removed using various pollutant abatement technologies.  Figure 2 uses electrostatic 
precipitators (ESP). 
On the water/steam side, shown by the blue and red arrows in Figure 2, superheated steam 
produced in the boiler is delivered to a steam turbine that converts thermal energy to mechanical 
energy which is in turn used to generate electricity.  Latent heat in the steam leaving the turbine is 
rejected via a condenser to atmosphere and the resulting condensate is pumped back to the boiler.  
To improve cycle efficiency steam is extracted at various points along the turbine train to supply 
feed water heaters which pre-heat feedwater before entering the boiler.   
Anomalies in any single component are not always obvious.  Other components in the system are 
impacted by the anomaly and the resulting symptoms are seen in other seemingly unconnected 
Figure 2: Typical CFPP layout 
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components.  Anomalies affect overall plant performance, and their impact is typically quantified 
using performance metrics such as the Energy Availability Factor (EAF) and Unplanned Capability 
Loss Factor (UCLF), as defined by UNIPEDE [5].  An increase in anomaly occurrences, increases the 
UCLF.  This thus decreases the EAF. 
 
Figure 3: Top 5 UCLF Contributors. Adapted from [6] 
As shown in Figure 3, the induced draught (ID) fan is recorded as having the third most significant 
impact on the UCLF at about 6.25 %.  Of all the faults recorded for the ID fan, the most common 
issue is that of the fan running out of capacity.  
The ID fan is controlled with the aim to maintain pressure in the boiler furnace slightly below 
atmospheric conditions [7].  This is achieved by throttling the gas flow or varying fan speed.  The 
fan’s capacity is thus the amount of flue gas the fan can draw through the system given the inherent 
pressure losses.  When the fan is unable to draw the desired air flow for maintaining the required 
generating load, it is reported as a bottleneck. 
One typical cause for a fan not being able to meet demand could be that the fan has physically 
deteriorated and is unable to perform as designed.  However, this is not the only cause and can be 
demonstrated as follows:  
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An increase in condenser pressure from inter alia adverse atmospheric conditions or scaling in 
condenser tubes will lead to increased steam demand.  This in turn will lead to increased heat 
required to meet the expected generating load. To supply this energy, operators would increase 
coal flow and the corresponding air flow, which adds additional demand on the ID fan. This is 
graphically shown in Figure 4. 
Similarly, other plant anomalies also increase the demand on the ID fan. Understanding and 
quantifying the relationship between those anomalies and their impact on the ID fan can vastly 
improve load forecasting, performance monitoring and support condition-based maintenance. This 
is further supported by utilities increasingly adopting centralised data historians making online 
monitoring more easily accessible.  A systematic study of various well-defined anomalies, and their 
effects on the ID fan, would yield results that help in the understanding of capacity limitations. 
1.2 Research problem  
Modelling this inter-connected complex system to quantify the impact of anomalies on the ID fan 
requires a sensible approach with regard to the level of detail needed. Having too much detail would 
lead to a model which cannot be validated or is impractical, while too little detail will not capture 
the governing physics affecting this problem. Therefore, the study will involve the use of various 
tools available commercially to the power plant industry. These tools are integrated such that the 
impact of anomalies is appropriately quantified.  
Three tools available to engineers are:  
- FlownexSETM (referred to as FlownexSE hereafter), which solves for mass, momentum and 
energy conservation using a one-dimensional network-based modelling approach.  
- VirtualPlant (VP), which performs mass and energy balances applied to power generation 
cycles.  
- Boiler Mass and Energy Balance (BMEB), which can be used to determine the quantity of 










coal and air 
mass flow
Larger suction 
from ID fan 
required 
Figure 4: Cause and of effect of Condenser on ID fan 
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1.3 Objectives of this study 
The primary objective of this project is to develop a modelling methodology that can be used to 
conduct a systematic study of the impact of various anomalies within the power plant that impact 
the ID fan. 
The enabling objectives will be to: 
• Identify and quantify power plant anomalies that could result in altered air flow 
requirements. 
• Develop a model of the draught group with the appropriate level of detail using FlownexSE.  
• Evaluate the validity of a VP model for full and part load conditions with various anomalies.   
• Implement the BMEB methodology to determine flue gas properties for the draught group 
model.  
• Demonstrate the integrated model by simulating different scenarios of anomalies and 
generation loads to quantify the effect on the ID fan operating point.[8] 
1.4 Scope and limitations 
The study is limited to using the FlownexSE and VP software for the creation of a methodology to 
model a power plant.  VP software is ideal for the water/steam cycle model.  The water/steam side 
model need only solve the conservation equations of mass and energy which VirtualPlant does 
solely.  This saves time by neglecting the conservation of momentum equations.  FlownexSE will be 
used to model the draught group as it contains all three conservation equations built into its solver.  
VP and FlownexSE are readily available in Eskom and can be used to follow the methodology 
described here. 
The study will perform case study calculations on an Eskom power plant, referred to as Plant A from 
here on. 
The methodology is limited to modelling six anomalies, identified through consultation with industry 
experts, and is thus not an exhaustive study on all possible anomalies. 
This tool can help as a building block towards creating a platform for root cause analysis and on-line 
condition monitoring schemes.  The project as it is now, is not a way to solve the anomalies 
investigated. 
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2. Literature review  
2.1 Overview of literature 
A collaboration between GP Strategies and Westar Energy (USA) involved the development of a tool 
to model the ID fan. The application of this model would be to overcome and predict ID fan capacity 
limitations [9]. The model was applied to an 800MW coal fired power plant based in Kansas (USA). 
Initially the input data to be used was the: boiler gas exit flow; boiler air in-leakage and air heater 
air-in leakage; ID fan suction pressure; ID fan gas inlet temperature; ID fan discharge pressure; ID 
fan gas outlet temperature; and ID fan vane position.  The boiler gas exit flow was calculated using 
the EtaPRO’s combustion calculations while the leakage values were calculated using the oxygen 
measurements.  All the other inputs came from live data from pressure transmitters, thermocouple 
transmitters and the ID fan vane position has its own position transmitter.   
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) performance curves of the ID fan were also obtained to 
investigate how the inlet vane position effects the fan’s performance.  During the study, it was 
discovered that the current fan performance was significantly lower than the original fan curves.  
This was later verified by the OEM via empirical data and a CFD model.  The results showed that the 
fan running at fully open guide vanes, functioning at a 15% volume flow deficit.   
Once the above inputs were verified, the tool was developed with the following equation (eq (1)) 
used to determine the remaining fan capacity (derived from the work done by Godre[9]): 
% 100%*






  (1) 
A second calculation (eq (2)) was also incorporated to calculate the expected capacity at full load 
given the current conditions (derived from the word done by Godre[9]):.  
*
Maximumvolumetric flow ExcessCapacity





  (2) 
Having completed the tool, the next step was to quantify the individual effects of plant issues such 
as, boiler convection fouling, boiler gas path air in leakages, air heater fouling, air heater leakage, 
and physical ID fan problems.  They noted that the end goal was to help the plant staff by providing 
them with the ability to better focus their resources to mitigate large economic impacts. 
Godre, et. al [9] identified that the fan performance curve can be significantly different to the actual 
operating point. If plant operators are using these curves for analyses, it would be important to 
determine the actual capacity available. However, a more pressing matter concerning some 
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operators was not only the maximum capacity, but the impact of anomalies on the fan. A more 
practical first step, in the South African context, is to determine the relative contribution of 
anomalies to enable maintenance prioritisation.  
The application of a monitoring system in power plants has been heavily improved due to advances 
in integrated information technology solutions.  Kim, Na and Heo [10] focused on creating a 
framework for in-situ performance analysis based on Nuclear Power Plants (NPP).  The technologies 
in NPP, are comparable to that of CFPPs and, as such, many of the concepts described in the paper 
are of value.  The first concept to differentiate between them is the terminology of performance 
testing and performance monitoring.  Performance monitoring aims to detect changes in 
performance metrics of cycles or components, unlike performance testing whereby the goal is to 
accurately quantify the performance metrics in a highly controlled environment.  Another 
distinction can be made with the types of losses a power plant can incur.  Controllable losses are 
those due to degradation of a component or system in a way that can be remedied while an 
uncontrollable loss is due to aging.  The understanding that uncontrollable losses occur in power 
plants means that system engineers should expect an actual performance lower than the rated 
performance.  Performance tests are run in environments with an aim to eliminate any controllable 
losses and create good reference material for the plant to run off of. One commonly used standard 
for this is the ASME PTC 6 standard.  In performance monitoring, because only the changes in 
performance metrics are calculated, the differentiation between controllable and uncontrollable 
losses is hard to differentiate without a good reference and commonly guided by the PTC 6M.  The 
only definite result that can come from performance monitoring is whether actions on the plant are 
degrading the plants performance. 
The following figure depicts the idea of actual performance versus achievable performance.  It must 
be noted that the achievable performance curve is that of a plant in which degradation and aging 
are not factors. 




The advantage in condition monitoring helps show when systems are deteriorating however 
identifying their causes requires information on how the system reacts in the different situations.  
The model approach to quantifying the impacts will not only help identify when things are not 
working optimally, but also help in diagnosing and ultimately rectifying whatever fault may have 
occurred. 
The impacts to the system can be broadly categorized into real and effective issues.  Real issues 
related to physical anomalies with the component in question.  This can be rectified by typical 
maintenance, if possible, or replacement.  Effective issues are those that are not seen to directly 
cause performance issues on a component.  Effective issues on a power plant would be seen as a 
component limiting generation even though there are no discernible real issues.  The root cause of 
this is typically not from the component in question.  Real issues are not the focus of the study 
however, it is important to know some common mechanisms of failure and how they can be seen 
in a condition monitoring system.  Real issues are easily identified; however, their impacts are not 
always known.  That is aside from the component in question not operating correctly. 
2.2 Fan fault detection 
Commonly reported damage mechanisms are focused on fan blade integrity.  This microscopic view 
of inefficiency is important as it can give clues into identifying real issues from effective issues.  Thus, 
the following selection of studies has been presented. 
Kazempour-Liacy, et.al [11], carried out a study on forced draught (FD) fan blade failure 
mechanisms.  The blade design for the FD and ID fan are very similar and as such the findings are 
Figure 5: Comparison of Achievable and Actual Performance 
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applicable.  The power plant investigated was near the sea, and it was ultimately concluded that 
chlorine ions in the air caused pitting on the surface of the blades.  This initial weakness caused the 
blades to experience both fatigue and corrosion at the same time thus drastically reducing their 
lifetimes.  The active loss in performance could be seen in the volume flow and a lack of pressure 
rise across the fan. 
Bulloch and Callagy[12] investigated fan blade coating as a source for reduced service life.  Standard 
fan blade coating Metco 447, was tested against Alumina/Titania 87/13, Nicrome 80/20 and 
Hastalloy G30.  During their investigation it was found that their case study was performed under 
an acidic environment which greatly diminished expected service life times.  The Nicrome 80/20 
coated blades lasted around three times longer than the other coatings.  A further result from the 
study saw that the smaller grain sizes in the coating was linked to smaller depths of damage zones. 
One study was very focused on the malfunctions experienced on fans (ID fans, PA fans, and FD fans), 
and its impact on service intervals.  Ramos[13] used a parametric study to observe the effects of 
typical fan malfunction types on the time till the next required maintenance.  The malfunction types 
were: High vibrations, inlet damper obstructions and higher temperature at reels.  The Weibull 
Distribution was utilised; and with plant data from two Fossil power units the required parameters 
were determined.  Unit reliability at varying operating times from 1000 to 10 000 hours was 
calculated and deviations between the units were interrogated to identify what may have caused 
the discrepancies.  
EPRI did a study that focused on root cause failure analysis of fossil fired power plants draught fan  
[14].  The study was an extensive and detailed one, covering around 360 different fans in fossil fired 
power plants with 26 different causes being classified.  It is noted that generation loss due to above 
design flow rate or pressure rise as one of the highest issues being recorded. 
2.3 Power plant efficiency improvement 
One of the leading documents in power plant efficiency improvements is the Heat Rate 
Improvement Guideline[15].  The project was aimed to improve the state of the American power 
plant industry by setting up generic guidelines to decrease the heat rate found in its power plants.  
The generic guidelines were created with aims to not only introduce different concepts on how to 
improve the power plants efficiency, but to also lay down a structure to work within for an effective 
heat rate improvement program to be created in any power plant. 
One of the useful outputs from the project was a series of logic trees breaking down the plant into 
the various components and identifying their impacts on the heat rate.  Figure 6 is one of the main 
diagrams from the study that depicts various plant sectors affecting the heat rate. 
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Figure 6: Heat Rate Logic Tree - Main Diagram [15] 
Under each subsection are bullet points indicating the different methods/indicators the engineer 
can use to identify the type of loss impacting the heat rate.  For example, the turbine losses can be 
identified by investigating changes in the following parameters: HP, IP, and LP turbine efficiencies; 
the steam flow rate into and out of the turbines and; the generators’ electrical output. 
Under further perusal of the document, it was found that the ID fans effect was listed under 
“Electrical Auxiliary Losses”.  Furthermore, it was under a sub-division of total fan efficiency.  Figure 
7 is a modified version of the total Electrical Auxiliary Losses diagram. 
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Figure 7: Heat Rate Logic Tree - Electrical Auxiliary Losses - Change in ID Fan Efficiency [15] 
As can be seen from Figure 7 above, the project quantified the changes in upstream component 
pressure drops as a change in the ID Fans efficiency.  It did not go further into looking at other 
systems effect on the flow path resistance and ultimately the fan’s performance.  It is noted that 
the study was intended to quantify the root causes and classify their effects on the heat rate and 
not how they can cause other issues down the line. 
The Heat Rate Improvement Guideline also quantified the effect of key performance parameters on 
the variation of heat rate.  Table 1 shows how a change of one unit of the stated parameter can 
influence the heat rate. 
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Table 1: Sensitivity of Performance Parameter Deviation on Heat Rate [15] 




Auxiliary Power % 90.7 
Condenser Backpressure kPa 63.6 
L.P Turbine Efficiency % 60.1 
Excess Oxygen % 31.0 
Makeup % 25.3 
H.P Turbine Efficiency % 19.8 
Feedwater Inlet Temperature °C 16.5 
I.P Turbine Efficiency % 15.3 
Unburned Carbon % 12.3 
Coal Moisture % 8.2 
Flue Gas Temperature °C 5.1 
Main Steam Temperature °C 2.7 
Hot Reheat Temperature °C 2.5 
Main Steam Pressure kPa 0.1 
 
The heat rate is measured in kJ/kWh.  It should be noted the deviation for each of the parameters 
is measured with reference to their optimum value.  For instance, auxiliary power % change 
(equation (3)) is calculated as: 
% *100




 =   (3) 
As a reference guide, this type of correlation can be useful to operators.  Table 1 shows that for each 
performance parameter, if its characteristic measurement (engineering unit) deviates from norm by 
one, then the corresponding variation can be seen in the heat rate.  For example, a 1 kPa increase 
in condenser backpressure will cause an increase of 63.6 kJ/kWh. An increase in the heat rate means 
that the system requires more primary energy/coal in to create electrical energy out. 
The macro scale of the results does not help when more specific problems are at hand when it 
comes to the auxiliary power.  As the ID fan contributes to auxiliary power, it is not possible to 
determine its individual effect.  The study does confirm that there is concern when it comes to 
auxiliary power 
The study does not have a singular quantity for the ID Fan and is combined with auxiliary power.  
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the UCLF contributors do reappear in the EPRI table showing the 
concern for such issues [6]. 
For the system proposed by Godre et al. [9] to work, the fan performance curves and any in situ flue 
gas flow rate measurements need to be valid and accurate at all times.  This enabled the resistance 
curve to be created.  
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Although OEMs provide their own characteristic curves for bought fans, these graphs sometimes do 
not correspond to the equipment’s current performance levels.  Factors such as the fan’s age, 
mechanical wear of parts, as well as initial installation and retrofits are just some of the things that 
would make the characteristic curves differ from those of the manufacturer.  Lui and Lui [16] initially 
proposed to research a cost-effective and accurate way of measuring the air flow within a heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system.  It was noted that a method that accurate fan curves 
are imperative for any results to be valid.  The writers noted that their method, even though valid 
for their purposes, still relied heavily on the OEM’s fan curves. 
Hauschke and Leithner [17] aimed to optimize the soot blowing intervals in a hard coal fired power 
plant using a dynamic simulation in ENBIPRO.  They noted that the improper functioning of the soot 
blowers causes many problems, such as decreasing boiler efficiency and increasing fuel 
consumption for constant load.  They also related the build-up of ash/slag to the increase in ID fan 
power consumption but did not go further to quantify this effect. 
Kier and Potgieter [18] conducted an engineering investigation to state the benefits of optimising 
boiler air flows for the best efficiency.  In the report it was stated that the reduction in fan power 
was an important benefit into the overall improvement to boiler efficiency.  They explained a 
procedure they created to achieve boiler optimisation to be further expanded in Eskom systems.  
Kier and Potgieter presented nothing more on quantifying this improvement for fan power usage. 
2.4 Water/steam modelling 
A water/steam model is needed to calculate the thermodynamic changes in the Rankine 
water/steam cycle.  The Plant A has a model, developed by GP Strategies, that helps with the online 
monitoring of systems.  The model was configured to work online with predefined plant data and 
algorithms and first principles to calculate the ideal values.  It then calculates the deviations in the 
measured values to those it calculates to display to the operator.  The software can be repurposed 
to work offline as a simple design tool. 
The water/steam cycle in a power plant is based on the ideal Rankine cycle.  The cycle is composed 
of four processes namely: 
• Isentropic compression of water by the pump 
• Constant pressure heating of water into steam in the boiler 
• Isentropic expansion of steam in the turbine to convert energy 
• Constant pressure heat rejection to condense steam to water by the condenser 
Alobaid, et.al.[19] wrote a review on various thermodynamic models built on various software 
platforms.  This was done with the aim to highlight current efforts and future developments in the 
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dynamic simulation field of power generation.  An extensive search was done on various studies for 
different thermal power plant technologies including coal-fired power.  The programs involved for 
the CFPPs are APROS, ASPEN and gPROMS platform, to name a few.  The models listed all had their 
advantages and advantages but ultimately focused on dynamic modelling of start-up and load 
change scenarios.  Furthermore, there was a lack of available data for validation during the 
development of these models.  It was noted that the use of models was needed in the energy sector 
as there is potential for further improvements to the way power plants are run. 
2.5 Draught group modelling 
The focus on the study is towards the ID fan.  As such, the modelling of the draught group would 
have a pivotal role to play.  The draught group’s main components are the fans, boiler, precipitators, 
air heater, and mills.  As a system, these components alter the main fluid, pre- and post-combustion 
gases, flowing through the network of ducting.  The fans, for example, can be said to promote the 
flow of the gases at specific pressures throughout system.  The mills can be thought to change the 
composition of the working fluid by adding pulverised fuel into the mixture.  With that in mind, 
modelling the proper interactions being done to the fluid flow is key in quantifying the load 
requirement of the ID fan as it is the last component in the draught group.  Literature on draught 
group modelling is not prevalent, however Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 
modelling is well documented.  The degree to which an HVAC system needs to maintain a specific 
environment in an enclosed area is similar to that of a power plant’s boiler. 
Afram and Janabi-Sharifi  wrote a review on the different methodologies used to model HVAC 
systems [20].  In the study, the modelling methodologies were split into data driven, physics based 
and grey box methods.  It was noted that the data driven model performed well when an ample 
amount of measurements was constantly given, and the behaviour of the system approximated 
linear and non-linear functions.  On the other hand, physics-based models have their benefits by 
having a better generalisation capability. On the downside, physics-based models tend to deviate 
when conditions vary from training data.  The intersection of these two methodologies is the grey 
box model. 
With that in mind, the FlownexSE software is a physics-based modelling tool that allows for external 
data to be fed into it if needs be.  This would be considered as a grey box model.  A model of the 
draught group can be modelled and tuned using design data as a bass and simulated plant data for 
boundary conditions can be fed into the model to calculate ID fan performance.  FlownexSE 
modelling environment also allows for inclusion of parameters to function as anomaly inputs. 
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2.6 ID fan anomalies 
The following section aims to describe the six anomalies being investigated.  A brief description of 
the surrounding area is given in some instances and an explanation on the mechanism of how the 
anomaly can influence the ID fan’s performance.  The six anomalies are: coal quality, increased 
boiler flue gas exit temperature, air ingress into the boiler, air heater inleakage into flue gas stream, 
feed water heaters out-of-service, and condenser backpressure degradation. 
The anomalies have some connection to the performance parameters presented in Table 1.  Coal 
quality encompasses the parameter for coal moisture and unburnt carbon, but this study will include 
more of the coal’s chemical composition.  The flue gas temperature anomaly is studied with 
reference to its temperature at the boiler exit.  Air ingress into the boiler and air heater inleakages 
is associated with excess oxygen, however that could also refer to the combustion process.  The 
feedwater heaters being out of service would cause low feed water inlet temperatures. Finally, the 
clearest anomaly is the condenser backpressure degradations which has the second highest impact 
per engineering unit change. 
2.6.1 Coal quality 
South Africa has a large quantity of coal and as such has based its electricity production on this.  
Other than for exportation, it was estimated that the power utility Eskom consumed 70 % of the 
coal produced for internal use. The coal usage split can be seen in Figure 8 
 
Figure 8: Coal use in South Africa 2010 (excludes exports)[21] 
For combustion to take place, the many factors that influence its efficiency can be divided into 
external factors and inherent/intrinsic.  The external factors are characterised by that which 
influence the combustion process, specifically occurring in the furnace region.  The intrinsic factors 
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Table 2: Factors influencing combustion efficiency of coal[22] 
 
Under intrinsic factors, the organic and inorganic composition of the coal is the factor being studied.  
The chemical composition can be used to calculate how much coal needs to be burnt to gain the 
desired energy output.  This in turn, is linked to the amount of air needing to be supplied.  The 
Calorific Value (CV) is used to measure the energy that can be expended during combustion.  The 
Higher Heating Value (HHV), or gross CV, is the limit of how much energy one can extract from the 
coal combustion.  This is the energy includes the energy needed to produce steam and evaporate 
the inherent moisture in the coal.  The value excluding the evaporation energy is called the Lower 
Heating Value (LHV).  Equation (4) can be used to calculate the HHV: 
, ,
, , , ,
( )*formation i Latent i i
i C H O N S
HHV q q x
=
= +   (4) 
Where C, H, O, N, S corresponds to carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur. The variable 
qformation is the formation energy, qlatent is the latent heat, and xi refers to the mass fraction of each 
constituent.  The units are kJ/kg for formation energy and latent heat. [23] 
The composition of the coal will also determine the resultant flue gas composition which effects its 
heat capacity and its density.  The heat capacity will affect the temperatures that will be seen by the 
various heat exchangers. 
An important factor to consider is the ash content in the coal.  The coal used in Southern Africa has 
a very high ash content compared to that of Europe, Asia, and America.  Furthermore, coal with 
lower ash content is running out in our reserves and we will soon be forced to consistently use 
higher ash content coal [24].   
Intrinsic Factors External Factor 
Organic and Inorganic Composition Particle size 
Degree of maturity Throughput 
Porosity Environmental temperature 
Exposed surface area Temperature and velocity of combustion air 
Moisture content Nature of mixing solid and gas 
Degree of weathering or heat effect Design and spacing of the burners 
Size of particle Residence time of the combustible particles in the furnace 
State of oxidation  
Characteristic initial or ignition temperature  
Peak combustion temperature  
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The effects of ash content on performance of power plants can be detrimental to many parts of a 
power plant.  These issues are usually seen if the power plant is not specifically designed to burn 
the higher ash content coal.  For example, the ID fan’s blades can experience erosion since an 
increase in ash content could rise above the precipitators’ working envelope, reducing its 
effectiveness (especially in the case of electro static precipitators).  
The most applicable effect to this study is the increased coal mass flow.  An increase in coal mass 
flow is associated with an increased requirement of combustion air.  This results in the PA and FD 
fan motors to draw more current.  The resultant flue gas mass flow will also be increased, causing 
an increase in current drawn by the ID fan.  Generally, the required heating surface would also need 
to be increased as the heat transfer rate decreases due to the flue gas composition.  The building 
up of ash on the heat exchangers, especially when there is a neglect for proper soot blowing, can 
have a major effect on lower heat transfer.  Taking all these into consideration, some power plants 
are forced to run at partial loads and as such the overall efficiency takes a significant knock 
compared to design[25]–[27].  Proof of this can also be seen by studies by Rousseau & Laubscher, 
where there is a great difference in the performance due to what is currently being burnt vs what 
the station was designed to burn.[28] 
2.6.2 Increased boiler flue gas exit temperature 
The boiler is a large vessel enclosing all the components for the combustion of coal and the 
generation of steam.  The generation of steam is done by various heat exchangers that take energy 
from the flue gas and transfer it to the water/steam.   
An important aspect of designing boilers is the upper and lower limits of the Furnace Exit 
Temperature (FET).  The furnace exit has the highest temperature in the boiler and must be 
maintained else damage may occur to the heating elements.  Measuring the temperature in that 
area is a difficult task as the tumultuous environment leaves traditional techniques useless.  
A high back end temperature can mean a high FET which comes with issues such as ash fusion 
causing slagging on the heat exchangers.  The slagging would cause a lower boiler efficiency.  Hotter 
flue gas through the system would also cause the tube metal temperatures to also increase.  At very 
high temperatures, thermal excursion can occur thus rapidly decreasing the remaining life of the 
pipes.  Ultimately, the whole system would have accelerated tube failures due to long-term 
overheating, fatigue cracking and corrosion. 
The temperatures seen by successive heat exchangers naturally decrease proportionally to the 
increase of water/steam temperatures.  A measure of how much energy was extracted by the heat 
exchanger train is the boiler flue gas exit temperature.  If the temperatures are higher due to 
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operational constraints, this indicates a larger needed input to the system thus decreasing the 
overall efficiency of the boiler.  The larger load requirement will also affect the required 
performance level of the ID fans with a larger pressure head and volume flow requirement. 
The failure of tubes ranks high among power plant failures and studying the deviations of flue gas 
temperatures can help to mitigate their occurrence.  Yin, Rosendahl and Condra, studied these 
deviations by creating simulations that compared well with available site operation records.  
Thereafter, some effects were studied to determine their impact.[29] 
2.6.3 Air ingress into the boiler 
Controlling furnace pressure is vital to maintaining a safe environment by keeping the hot gasses, 
within the boiler and the rest of the draught group, under vacuum environment.  The prevailing 
draught mechanism to keep this vacuum, and encourage the flow of flue gases, can be split into four 
main categories: natural draught, forced draught, induced draught, and balanced draught[30]. 
The natural draught system solely relies on the difference in density of the hot flue gases within the 
chimney and the colder atmospheric air. The forced draught and induced draught systems rely on a 
mechanical fan upstream and downstream of the boiler respectively.  The balanced draught uses a 
combination of all three systems with a forced draught fan preceding the boiler and an induced 
draught fan proceeding the boiler. 
The effects of this incoming air into the system was studied by Bhatt for high ash content coal fired 
power plants (35% - 45%).  In his study he found Oxygen values of 10% in refractory type boilers 
where the optimal levels are around 3.5%.  This high oxygen level is a severe sign of leakage and has 
a serious effect on combustion.  Overall plant efficiency can be dropped by approximately 3%.[31] 
The power plant being modelled in this study, Plant A, is designed as a balanced draught system.  
The balanced system provides more control, however leaks within the system can drastically affect 
the induced draught fan loading.  The immediate effects to the boiler would be that the additional 
mass to the flow stream will cool down the overall flue gas temperature.  
2.6.4 Air heater inleakage to flue gas stream 
The air heaters of a power plant are heat exchangers used to preheat the incoming combustion air.  
Residual energy from the combustion gases are typically utilised for this, but some systems can be 
configured to use extraction steam or other sources of energy [32] .  Among the various types of air 
heaters used by Eskom, the most notable is the rotary type air heater depicted in Figure 9.  The 
rotating matrix transfers heat from the flue gas to the inlet air.   




Figure 9: Air heater schematic[33] 
The leakages in the system are primarily a consequence of two factors. The first is of the rotating 
matrix and the streams and the second is through the direct leakage between the high-pressure 
clean air stream and the low-pressure flue gas stream.  The seals on the air heater are used to 
minimize the direct leakages, this however does not eliminate the leakage and typically operate 
with a 7 % leakage due to the practical limitations such as seal clearance.  The consequence of the 
leaks is a higher fan power requirement for a given air outlet flow rate.[34] 
The impact of air ingress in the air heaters was also studied by Bhatt as the issues is linked to the 
previous anomaly, air ingress into the boiler.  He noted that large capacity restraints (a loss of about 
20%) can be seen at a certain level of air ingress and operation with the anomaly is quite difficult.[31] 
2.6.5 Feed water heaters out-of-service 
Feedwater heaters (FWH) are heat exchangers that preheat the feedwater before it enters the 
boiler.  It does this by drawing a portion of the steam from turbine.  The effect is that the average 
temperature of the feedwater is increased and in term this increases the cycle efficiency.  Typically, 
modern power plants have between six to eight FWH within the feedwater heating train [35].  Figure 
10 depicts the impact of number of FWHs on the steam cycle efficiency.   




Figure 10: Impact of number of feedwater heaters on the steam cycle efficiency [7] 
As a number of heaters are taken out of service a major impact can be seen on the cycle[7].  FWH 
are put out of service if there are issues with the condensate level control.  Improper level control 
is the accumulation of condensate in the FWH.  This is often caused by tube leaks and/or other 
external factors.  High condensate in the FWH may result in thermal shock in the bled steam tubes, 
and eventually quenching of the turbine. 
In some power stations the final feedwaters are configured to have parallel flows.  Each leg will be 
referred to as a bank.  Figure 11 illustrates this as the top leg referred to as Bank A and the lower 
leg referred to as Bank B. 
The removal of a FWH from the feedwater train results in a lower final feedwater temperature.  For 
the same power output level, the heat input into the boiler is expected to increase in order to 
compensate for the drop in the final feedwater temperature.  This increased boiler heat input 
increases the fuel and air mass flow requirement, which in turn increases the flue gas flow across 
the ID fan.  This increases the load on the ID fan. 
Figure 11: Feedwater heater banks 
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Other components will also be affected with varying outcomes to their life span.  For instance, the 
turbine will have more flow through it as the steam usually being diverted will now continue through 
the turbines flow path.  After longer periods, this above normal flow can increase the blade erosion 
rate as more stress is experienced.[36] 
2.6.6 Condenser backpressure degradation 
The condenser has two main objectives on a steam power plant.  One reason is to recover the high-
quality feedwater to feed back into the system without having to go through all the treatment 
processing again.  The other reason is to reduce the exhaust pressure of the low-pressure turbine.  
This can be achieved if the cooling water within the condenser is low enough to create a vacuum for 
the turbine.  Since the work done by the turbine is much greater at the lower pressure end, the 
condenser can increase plant efficiency.[7] 
In the situation where the condenser is underperforming, the system will need to compensate for 
it by putting more energy into the system in the form of more fuel being burnt thus increase the ID 
fan’s load. 
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3. Model development 
The model is developed in three parts. The Rankine cycle in Virtual Plant (VP), draught group in 
FlownexSE (FNX) and a BMEB tool.  An overview of the full model is given in Figure 12.  The main 
blocks (solid sections with one open side) are the inputs/outputs that feed into each section.  The 
red dotted blocks indicate where each anomaly will be implemented. 
 
 
Figure 12: Full Model Flowchart 
Each model would need to be validated at full load and part load conditions. The approach taken 
during development of each sub model is to thoroughly verify them individually before putting it all 
together. Validation of power plant data is often challenging as the environment does not allow for 
controlled measurements.  Therefore, the validation study will rely on baseline information of the 
power plant.  Secondly, heat balance diagrams and performance test data can also be used to 
validate these models. 
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3.1 Rankine cycle model 
3.1.1 Overview of steam cycle 
Power plants are designed using the Rankine cycle as a template. In the simplest example, the cycle 
comprises of the turbines, condenser, pumps and the boiler.  One addition to the cycle is to redirect 
exhaust steam of the first turbine back to the boiler for reheating to increase the heat extraction 
and thus increasing the cycle efficiency.  Multiple stages of feedwater heating further increases 
efficiency using inter-stage turbine extractions. 
The coal fired power plant being modelled, Plant A, is a 600MWe class single reheat drum type unit.  
It operates with a main steam pressure of 17MPa and a final steam temperature at 540°C.  The 
Intermediate Pressure (IP) turbine has a double flow configuration and the Low Pressure (LP) turbine 
is split into two double flow turbines.  The attached condensers are of the dual-pressure, single pass, 
surface type.  The condenser operates with a steam-jet air ejector and a water-jet air ejector.  The 
dual pressure zones of the condenser are dubbed the hot condenser and cold condenser.  This is 
due to the fact that the cooling water travels consecutively through one side of the condenser to 
the other.  This means that the second zone, the hot condenser, runs warmer than the first because 
the cooling water has already extracted energy from the first zone.  There is a total of seven feed 
water heaters.  They are the LP heater, a deaerator and HP feedwater heaters.  The HP feedwater 
heaters have two banks that work in parallel.[37] 
The Steam cycle model will have the generation load percentage and atmospheric temperature as 
inputs, run its simulation and output the mass flows and enthalpies of various water/steam flows 
from the steam cycle focused around the boiler.  Figure 13 depicts the inputs and outputs going 
around the model. 
 
Figure 13: Steam cycle model inputs and outputs 
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3.1.2 Steam cycle modelling 
Steam cycle models see their benefits in power plants when they are used either for Condition 
Monitoring (CM) or Performance Monitoring (PM).  Typically, a performance monitoring tool is a 
model built from thermodynamic first principles and a condition monitoring tool is empirical and 
data driven.  Tools that integrate both PM and CM create the possibility to identify and diagnose 
root causes of system abnormalities while also quantifying their impact on plant availability [38].  
The EtaPRO - VP combination is one such tool. 
VP is a specialized thermodynamic modelling software focused around conventional fossil steam 
power plants, combined cycle power plants, and nuclear power plants [39].  It takes a first principle 
thermodynamic approach while discretizing the power plant into interconnected components. The 
EtaPRO platform allows users to easily view plant data. It also performs calculations in the 
background to determine unmeasured parameters. This is done using calculation templates and VP 
models. Each operating plant has a VP model configured based on its design data. The EtaPRO tool 
relays boundary conditions for the VP model from running plant data, allows it to solve for the 
expected cycle performance. The results can be compared to actual values measured on site.  While 
deviations from expected measurements can be used to diagnose plant faults.  The program utilises 
a computationally inexpensive method for calculating cycle performance parameters.  The VP model 
is run to validate process data to predict performance at specific operating conditions.  This is done 
through GP Strategies’ on-line EtaPRO system.  The offline mode is primarily used to run studies to 
evaluate the impact of off-design scenarios on the system. 
The interface with the draught group is the boiler where the quantity of heat extracted by the cycle 
from the boiler is needed. Therefore, for the purposes of this study the VP model would need to 
accurately predict the heat transferred to the steam cycle under various operating conditions, with 
or without anomalies. 
The results from the Virtual Plant simulations at 100 %, 80 % and 60 % of the boiler maximum 
continuous rating (BMCR) were compared to that of the heat balance diagrams (HBD).  The plant’s 
design data also includes a case where one bank and both banks of HP heaters are out of service. 
The boiler was neglected since a mass and energy calculation on the boiler is done in the BMEB tool.  
The relative difference between the inputs and outputs for energy (Δ Energy) and mass flows (Δ 
Mass) are shown for each component.  The residuals between the model and the HBD were 
calculated and displayed as a percentage. 
  




The fossil boiler component in VirtualPlant is shown in Figure 14.  In its simple form, it is responsible 
for calculating the heat required having set the configuration data for the following properties: 
• Superheat steam temperature 
• Reheat steam temperature 
• Superheater outlet steam flow 
• Superheat spray flow 
 
 
There is a Simple Boiler mode and a more advanced Heat Transfer Model. 
In more advanced calculation modes, the boiler can be tuned using more detailed plant data to fully 
simulate the convective pass within the boiler and as far as the air heater.  This is all used to then 
calculate the superheater steam flows, steam conditions and flue gas temperatures using the ɛ-NTU 
method. 
The modelling of the boiler was done using the simple boiler calculations with spray water flows at 
standard conditions inputted.  This was done because the model need only produce the heat load 
for the cycle. 
  
Figure 14: Fossil Boiler as in VirtualPlant 




The HP turbine is graphically represented in VP as shown in Figure 15.  VP calculates the HP turbines 
efficiency using a widely used standard published by ASME.[40]   
 
Figure 15: High-pressure turbine as in VirtualPlant 
The HP turbine has steam from the superheater entering it and it exits by way of bled steam at the 
first stage leak-off and the exhaust port leaving towards the reheater.  Energy leaves the turbine in 
the form of rotational energy on the shaft. 
Figure 16 is a diagram of the energy and mass input of the HP turbine. 
 
Figure 16: HP Turbine Inputs and Outputs 
Table 3 below depicts the results for the mass and energy balance done on the HP turbine.  Mass 
balance residuals shown to be much better than energy balance, however the energy balance is still 
within tolerance. 
Table 3: HP Turbine Mass and Energy Balance Results 
HP Turbine 
  100 % 80 % 60 % 
Δ Mass (kg/s) 0 % 0 % 1.36x10-14 % 
Δ Energy (kW) 1.34x10-5 % 1.06x10-5 % 7.01x10-6 % 
The IP/LP turbine component is represented in Figure 17 below.  The description on methodology 
on how the IP/LP turbine works is similar to the HP turbine.  The components connected to the 
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turbine extraction points drive the flow out of the turbine and similarly the exhaust pressure is 
determined by the condenser it is connected to. 
 
Figure 17: IP/LP turbine as in VirtualPlant 
There are four possible sets of data configuration pages to be completed when modelling the IP/LP 
turbine.  These pages are: IP-LP Design Data, Extractions, Efficiency Curve (if selected), and Turbine 
Exhaust.  The efficiency curve selection is to input data that the solver must use for the efficiency of 
turbine. 
The IP/LP turbine has rotational energy entering it since its shaft is connected to the HP turbine, and 
the shaft is then connected to the generator.  The steam flow entering the IP/LP turbine comes from 
the boiler reheater and a small amount from the gland steam sealing system.  The steam exit of the 
turbine has five major extractions and the final exhaust into the hot and cold side of the condenser.  
All these inputs and outputs can be seen in Figure 18 below with the horizontal components 
depicting steam flows and vertical components mechanical energy. 
 
Figure 18: IP/LP Turbine Inputs and Outputs 
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Table 4 shows the results of the mass and energy balance.  Low residuals with the mass balance are 
shown within the IP/LP turbine  
Table 4: IP/LP Turbine Mass and Energy Balance Results 
IP/LP Turbine 
  100 % 80 % 60 % 
Δ Mass (kg/s) 1.21x10-14 % 1.57x10-14 % 2.13x10-14 % 
Δ Energy (kW) 4.32x10-6 % 4.31x10-6 % 4.31x10-6 % 
 
c) Condenser 
The VirtualPlant condenser model (excluding the air cooled condenser), depicted in Figure 19, is 
based on the Heat Exchange Institute (HEI) Guideline [41].  The component can have a total of three 
zones and the user can deactivate the unnecessary zones which changes the component diagram.  
Plant A has a two-zone condenser and was modelled as such. 
 
Figure 19: Main Condenser as in VirtualPlant 
The condenser component can also connect to a cooling tower component with the tower’s 
performs curves inputted. 
The condenser has two stream flows, the circulating water and the exhaust steam/feedwater 
stream.  The circulating water takes up the heat from the exhaust steam and the two flows can be 
seen in Figure 20 below. 




Figure 20: Condenser Inputs and Outputs 
The results for the mass and energy balance are showed in Table 5 and showed practically no 
residual difference with respect to this mass balance and low residuals on the energy balance side. 
Table 5: Condenser Mass and Energy Balance Results 
Condenser 
  100 % 80 % 60 % 
Δ Mass (kg/s) 0 % 0 % 1.36x10-14 % 
Δ Energy (kW) 1.34x10-5 % 1.06x10-5 % 7.01x10-6 % 
 
d) Feedwater Heater  
There is no difference in the component used for the LP and HP feedwater heaters.  The feedwater 
heaters are responsible for raising the feedwater temperatures via steam bled from the turbine.  
Open feedwater heaters are designed to also remove dissolved gases within the feedwater through 
the mixing of the steam and feedwater.  Plant A has four HP FWH and four LP FWH with an open 
FWH (and deaerator) in between.  The closed and open feedwater heaters are shown in Figure 21 
as they are depicted in VP. 
 
Figure 21: Closed (left) and Open (right) feedwater heater as in VirtualPlant 
The last HP FWH is split into two streams, bank A and bank B.  Figure 22 depicts the feedwater flow 
rate entering and exiting the FWH in the horizontal plane with the heating bled steam from the HP 
turbine entering the FWH and leaving out the FWH drains. 




Figure 22: HP FWH Inputs and Outputs 
In Table 6 below, the results for the error analysis of the mass and energy balance for the HP FWH 
showed practically negligible residuals on both the mass and energy balance for this component. 
Table 6: HP FWH Mass and Energy Balance Results 
HP FWH 
  100 % 80 % 60 % 
Δ Mass (kg/s) 0 % 0 % 0 % 
Δ Energy (kW) 0 % 1.38x10-14 % 2.03x10-14 % 
e) Discussion 
In conclusion, the steam model was run at multiple loads with successful verification.  The mass and 
energy residuals in the model are acceptable with values well below 1 %. 
 
3.1.3 Validation of model 
The validation of the steam model was done by comparing the total turbine power and HP turbine 
inlet steam flow to that of the formal HBD.  The load cases compared are the 100 %, 80 % and 60 % 
of the BMCR and their results are depicted in Figure 23 and Figure 24.  The reference data comes 
from Plant A’s heat balance diagrams. 




Figure 23:HP inlet steam mass flow vs Plant load 
 
Figure 24: Total turbine power vs Plant load 
The average error for the mass flow was 2.6 % while the turbine power was correct within 0.074 %.  
These values are acceptable differences and the model can be deemed valid for cases between 
100 % and 60 % with errors increasing towards the lower end.  
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3.2 Boiler mass and energy balance tool 
3.2.1 Literature 
Setting up a draught group model required an appropriate identification of the boundary.  Once the 
boundary is decided on, discretising the components within the boundary can move the modelling 
process forward.  A suitable boundary for the draught group can start at the furnace exit and ending 
at the chimney exit.  The flue gas composition, temperature and flow rate at the furnace exit, are 
difficult to measure and complex to calculate [30].  The FET is specifically complex to calculate due 
to the estimation of energy transferred to a portion of the furnace walls. 
The complexity of calculating the FET has been studied to varying degrees of success.  The usual way 
is done by performing a radiation heat transfer calculation from the adiabatic flame to the 
evaporator walls.  An advanced numerical model solving this is the zone (or zonal) method described 
by Hottel and Cohen in 1958 [42].  In recent years, Monnaemang [43] developed a radiation heat 
transfer network solution based on the zonal method.  The solution evaluated direct exchange areas 
using discrete numerical integration after which a least square technique using Lagrange multipliers 
was implemented for two scenarios[43].  There is also complexity due to the gas medium being filled 
with particulate matter.  In conclusion, the complexity in setting up an adequate zonal method and 
calibrating the gas medium is not necessary for this study and a simplified solution is required.  
Other methods to avoid estimating radiation is by performing calculations upstream from the 
furnace exit.  A method described by Chandok et. al. [44] was focused on developing a neural 
network model that estimated the FET.  The neural network used an analytical solution based on 
the Map Entered Variable (MEV) technique that was completely independent of heat transfer 
theory.  An indirect estimation was required as the method created multiple boundaries starting at 
the economiser outlet working backwards to the FET over each heat exchanger that also covered a 
portion of the evaporator wall.  Measuring the water temperature is not an indicator of energy 
transfer in the evaporator wall since all sections in the wall are in a saturation state.  Chandok et al 
did not consider this aspect, but their approach showed comparable results. 
Govindsamy [45] followed a similar approach to Chandok et. al.[44] in the calculation of the FET.  
However, he estimated the total energy provided to the water wall to be distributed by some factor 
between the furnace section of the evaporator walls and that of the convective heat exchanger 
pass[45].  This, though an improvement, introduced a separate uncertainty of verifying the 
evaporator wall energy transfer contribution in different stations.  A less uncertain boundary for the 
model would be the adiabatic flame temperature as well as ensure the total fire wall and convective 
heat exchanger pass is initially lumped into a single component. 
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This larger boundary for the draught group benefits the creation of the methodology.  The more 
inclusive boundary removes the uncertainty related with lower furnace evaporator wall energy 
distribution.  All the energy can be accounted for without any assumptions on its amount.  The 
boundary also coincides with those of the American standard ASME PTC 4 [46] and the European 
standard EN 12952-15 [47].  Both standards can be used to calculate the coal, air and flue gas flow 
rate.  The flue gas flow rate is a vital input to the draught group model as a boundary condition. 
The direct measurement of the air, coal and flue gas flow rates on a power plant is such a challenging 
task, with not much reward, that plant owners do not install the required equipment.  The coal flow 
rate is measured by the coal feeder.  However, most coal feeders in Eskom are of a volumetric 
type[48].  This means the volumetric flow of coal is controlled without consideration of the bulk 
density (which includes the air) or coal moisture content.  The air and flue gas flow rates that are 
calculated with reference to the OEM can be inaccurate.  As found by Godre[9], there may have 
been changes in performance of installed fans over time altering the perceived performance of the 
fan based off of the OEM fan curves. 
3.2.2 Overview 
The BMEB developed for this study is a set of calculations that will be used to determine the fluid 
properties at the boundaries of the boiler given some constants and plant data.  One notable reading 
required depends on whether the air heater is included in the initial BMEB or not. 
As can be seen in Figure 25, the decision was taken to exclude the air heater from the BMEB.  The 
benefit of its inclusion would have been a small increase in the accuracy.  However, if this 
methodology is to be easily rolled out to multiple power stations, it would need some drastic 
alterations as the required outlet oxygen measurement of the flue gas of the air heater is often not 
found on some power stations.  This alteration to the calculation method requires a separate mass 
and energy balance calculation to be done solely on the air heater.  Since it is also a mass and energy 
balance, it will be implemented as a section within the BMEB [48].  
 




Figure 25: BMEB Boundary 
The BMEB, in simple terms, will show the relationship between: coal flow rate, combustion air flow 
rate, flue gas flow rate, ash flow rate, and heat transfer and losses.  The air heater MEB will show 
the relationship between the flue gas flow rate, the total air flow rate, and the ingress air flow rate.  




Heat transfer and losses 
Ash 
Air 
Coal Flue Gas @ 
Boiler Exit 
Temperature 
Figure 26: High level schematic of BMEB 




The set of calculations for the BMEB and air heater is derived, and further improved upon, from the 
work done by Tootla and Jestin [48].  The calculation set was initially developed in MathCAD (See 
Appendix B for full set).  Once the calculation set was finalised it was ported into a C# script to be 
used within FlownexSE.  The calculation flow is visualised in Figure 28.  The block “Br” is the 
calculated burn rate of the boiler. 
 
Combustion air @  
heater Exit 
Flue gas @ 
Economiser Exit 
Combustion air @  
heater inlet 
Flue gas @  
heater Exit 
Heater leakage 
Figure 27: Air heater schematic 
Figure 28: BMEB high level calculation flow 
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The inputs and outputs, with specific reference to information being shared between the three sub 
models, to the BMEB tool can be summarised in Figure 29.  The inputs are the water/steam mass 
flows and enthalpies calculated from the Rankine cycle model.  The outputs are the mass flows of 
flue gas and air heater inleakage, furnace exit temperature (FET), the energy extracted by the heat 
exchangers in the boiler, and the heat extracted by the air heater. 
 
Figure 29:BMEB tool inputs and outputs 
 
The comparison between BMEB and the baseline information can be seen in Table 7 below.  Low 
residuals were obtained which boded well for some of the input parameter assumptions made. 
Table 7: Residuals between BMEB and baseline information 
% Load Generation (%BMCT) 68.6 97 100 
Coal mass flow 0.7% -0.1% -0.1% 
Flue gas 3.5% 4.1% 4.1% 
3.2.3 Noteworthy calculations adjustments 
The MEB was created from the ground up, using the work done by Tootla and Jestin[48] as a 
framework.  The following additions to the calculation sequence were made to decrease the number 
of valid assumptions being made as more site-specific data was available. 
a) Air composition 
The combustion air composition excluded argon. The argon properties were added to process of 
calculating the flue gas enthalpy as well as taking a portion of the mass fraction.  The composition 
of air on a mass, molar and volume basis were all added as inputs for conversion purposes. 
b) Air heater boundary temperatures 
To determine off design operating loads, design data for the flue gas inlet, flue gas outlet, and air 
inlet temperatures around the air heater are now stored.  A function, based on a linear interpolation, 
is used to calculate the above boundary air heater temperatures at percentage generation loads of 
68.6% to 100%. 
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c) Moist air enthalpy calculation 
To account for the moist air enthalpy, the ASHRAE handbook was used to approximate this value 
[49].  Relative humidity and atmospheric pressure are inputted into the model. This is used to 
calculate the specific humidity of the incoming air.  ASHRAE calculation uses the specific humidity 
and dry bulb temperature to calculate the moist air enthalpy that are valid for  temperatures up to 
1000°C as long as water content does not result in condensate. 
d) Elemental enthalpies 
Polynomial fits were created to calculate the enthalpy of various gases between temperatures of 
0°C and 2000°C.  The curves were obtained from the NIST database [23].  Another change was done 
to the fly ash enthalpy which was initially assumed equal to the coal.  This has been corrected and 
now uses the data presented by Bentz et al [50]. 
e) Excess air calculation 
The excess air calculation was redone to verify the theory behind it.  The full derivation can be seen 
in Appendix A.2 – Excess air calculation.  The main difference was that the excess air calculation 
done by Tootla and Jestin[48] included a subtraction of the ash mass fraction within the calculation 
whereas my formulation deals with that in the initial stages. 
f) Flue gas composition: NOx 
During combustion of, Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) are formed.  After consultation with system engineers 
and my industrial mentor it was noted that during combustion nitric oxide (NO) is more likely to be 
formed during combustion rather than the previously set nitrogen dioxide (NO2) [23].  Furthermore, 
the formation of NO2 is formed when NO is oxidised [30].   
This change is seen in the calculation of the flue gas ratio and the enthalpy calculation of flue gas.  
The flue gas ratio is the ratio of how much flue gas is formed per kg of coal.  The enthalpy calculation 
of flue gas is the summation of the enthalpies of the flue gas constituent each multiplied by their 
mass fraction. 
g) Flue gas mass flow rate 
The total flue gas mass flow rate was calculated as the sum of the constituents and can be seen in 
the complete BMEB in Appendix A.1 - Complete BMEB. 
h) Air Heater calculations 
An air heater MEB was created on the side to calculate the air leakage based on the oxygen 
measurements.  Including the air heater into the boundary of the BMEB is only possible if there is a 
O2 measurement on the air heater outlet.  The separation of the air heater to the model allows for 
a more generic approach that is easily reproducible at different stations. 
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3.3 Draught group model 
3.3.1 Overview of draught group 
The draught group comprises of all the components associated with the functioning of the coal/flue 
gas stream, mentioned in Chapter 1.  The structure of the draught group may vary depending on 
the system, but a typical draught group can be seen in Figure 30 below.   
 
Figure 30: Draught group diagram 
The draught group is an open system with its operating fluid changing in properties as reactants are 
added to the stream, chemical reaction occurs, products are removed from the stream and the rest 
is expelled into the atmosphere.  The power plant typically has duplicates of fans and precipitators, 
multiple mills and feeders.  These are referred to as the left and right-hand side of the boiler with 
symmetry seen in that axis.   
Plant A is designed to be a balanced draught plant where a forced draught (FD) fan supplies air to 
the boiler, the primary air (PA) fan is used to pneumatically transport coal to the mills and the ID fan 
is used to maintain pressure in the furnace [7].  Plant A’s fans are driven by fixed speed motors with 
radial vanes limiting the volume flow.  The formal fan performance curves have each curve 
corresponding to a vane angle opening 
Draught group components can be categorised into three sections: the pre-combustion section, 
combustion section, and the post combustion section.  The pre-combustion section comprises of 
the FD and PA fan, mills, fuel feeders, and the air side of the air heater.  The combustion section 
comprises of the burners and the area in the boiler known as the furnace.  The post combustion 
section is the remainder of the boiler, the flue gas side of the air heater, the precipitator, id fan, and 
the chimney. 
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The inputs and outputs, with specific reference to information being shared between the three sub 
models, to the draught group model can be summarised in Figure 31.  The inputs are the mass flows 
of flue gas and air heater inleakage, furnace exit temperature (FET), the energy extracted by the 
heat exchangers in the boiler, and the heat extracted by the air heater.  The draught group model 
will use those inputs as boundary conditions.  Once the model has converged it will output the fan 
position. 
 
Figure 31: Draught group model inputs and output 
3.3.2 Draught group modelling 
As the objective of this project was to look at the impact of anomalies on the ID fan, it was identified 
that it would be appropriate to set the boundary of the model to start at the burners and end at the 
chimney exit.  Power plant A is also symmetric between the left- and right-hand side.  This symmetry 
allowed for half a draught group to be modelled.  Modelling the plant this way would be sufficient 
for the purposes of this study as no pre-combustion anomalies are being investigated and validation 
(using plant data) would be clear.  The boundary of the system was thus set, and a representative 
diagram of Plant A’s draught group can be seen in Figure 32 below. 
 
Figure 32: Draught group representative boundary 
a) Key FlownexSE components 
Table 8 includes the component description and icons all FlownexSE components used in the 
development of the draught group model. 
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Table 8: FlownexSE component icons. 
 
  
Description Component icon 
Variable Speed Fan: 
Functions as a pump when a gas is used as a fluid in the system 
and a pump when a liquid is used.  Simulates a variable speed 
pump/fan based on the specific pump/fan charts provided.  The 
inputs to the component are the Pressure rise vs. Flow, and 
Efficiency vs. Flow charts. 
 
Figure 33: Variable Speed Fan 
Flow Resistance: 
Used when specific process conditions are known to simulate 
pressure drops through a component.  Geometry is not required.  
Flow admittance is the minimum requirement.  
Figure 34: Flow resistance 
General Empirical Relationship: 
Similar to the Flow Resistance, however the minimum 
requirements are the pressure drop constants: α, β, ck.  The 
constants are used in Equation (14)  
Figure 35: General empirical 
relationship 
Script: 
The Flownex Script component is an environment to write full 
Microsoft C# code.  A pre-made Script used in the project is the 




Boundary Condition:  
Specifies the condition properties and fluid composition on the 
inlet or outlet of any component/system.  It can also specify 
known conditions along the flow path of the fluid. 
 
Figure 37: Boundary Condition 
Node: 
A point to connect components to each other.  It can be given a 
volume, in which case it resembles a container. 
 
Figure 38: Node 
Figure 36: Script 
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Variable speed fan: use and theory 
Plant A utilises a fixed speed fan with a variable inlet vane to control the volume flow and effect 
pressure rise of the flow through the ID fan.  The acceptance test data depicts the ID fan’s 
performance as various curves at different vane opening angles.  To simulate this behaviour, a 
variable speed fan component was used.  With the input of a digitized performance curves, the 
speed selector of the fan in FlownexSE was used to select the different vane opening angles with 
1 rpm correlating to 1°.  This was found to work exceptionally well as Flownex does not take the 
actual speed into account when performance curves are provided. 
Flownex also interpolates between the different vane angles using the following methodology firstly 
illustrated with Figure 39. 
 
Figure 39: Illustration of fan chart with two vane angle curves 







































  (8) 




 Q = Volume flow 
 H = Pressure rise 
   = Vane opening percentage 
Linear interpolation is then used between the resulting values to obtain the pump operating values 
at vane angle  3. 
Flow resistance: use and theory 
When considering the boiler; air heater; precipitators; and chimney; it was seen that in terms of 
their effect on the draught group as seen from the ID fan they have the same functionality.  That 
was to remove heat energy from the fluid stream and cause a pressure drop.  To limit the required 
information to complete the model, these two aspects informed the decision to model the rest of 
the components as a flow resistance element. 
Characterising the pressure drop of each component required inlet and outlet fluid properties, and 









 = +  
 
  (9) 
Where 
 f  = friction factor 
 L = Length [m] of the pipe 
 D = inside diameter [m] of the pipe 
 ρ = fluid density [kg/m3] 
 V = mean fluid velocity [m/s] 
 g = gravitational acceleration constant 
 Δz = zexit - zinlet = the height difference [m] between the inlet and outlet 
This can however be simplified to have one variable comprising the various dimensional 
characteristics.  Since the following is true: 
 m VA=   (10) 
Where 
 m  = fluid mass flow [kg/s] 
 A = flow area [m2] 





=   (11) 









 = +    (12) 
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Where 
 Af = flow admittance 
For a given operating point, the design data is used to determine the flow admittance for a 
component.  This is expected to remain the same for all operating conditions unless the component 
has moving parts forcing a change in the pressure profile across it. 
The heat removal for the boiler and air heaters are calculated in the BMEB tool and can be 
connected to the flow resistance component to specify the required rate of energy extraction 
required. 
General empirical relationship: use and theory 
Leaks were added as boundary conditions, however, FlownexSE requires that a component exists 
between the boundary condition and a node thus necessitating the need for another element.  The 
general empirical component was used. 
The general empirical component calculates pressure loss using the following relation: 
 0 kp C Q
  =   (14) 
Where 
 Ck, β and α = pressure drop constants 
 ρ = mean density [kg/m3] 
 Q = volume flow rate [m3/s] 
The pressure drop constants are β = 1, α = 2, and Ck is calculated per leakage for the pressure to 
move from atmospheric to flue gas stream pressure at leakage site.  The Ck value is calculated with 
the aid of a steady-state controller.  
Script (Steady state controller): use and theory 
The operating point of the fan is determined using a steady state controller.  As mentioned above, 
the variable speed fan is used to simulate the ID fan with adjustable vane.  To specify the current 
vane condition, the steady state controller is used to adjust the vane angle to satisfy the condition 
that the outlet pressure of the chimney must be at atmospheric conditions.  The controller will 
iterate changing the vane angle until the output gets within a specified tolerance.  The flow of the 
calculations can be seen in Appendix C -1 Steady state controller flowchart. 
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b) Model prototype 
A systematic approach was followed in the development of the model.  Each component was 
initially modelled separately with boundaries across them to ensure validity of the component 
properties.  The properties are the flow admittance and the heat input.  To ensure model 
validity, acceptance test data was used to set the boundary conditions across each component 
and thus used as the tuning data.  Figure 40 below shows the initial development path of the air 
heater, with included air heater leakage into the flue gas stream.  
 
Figure 40: Prototype air heater (with leakage) 
 
The connecting lines coming into and out of Figure 40’s frame are data transfer links, linking the 
previous sections end boundary node to the beginning of the current sections boundary 
condition component. 
The process of collecting the flow admittances and heat inputs for the four sections was carried 
out three times at different load cases (100 %, 97 % and 68.6 %). 
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c) Final Model 
The final draught group model is a connection of each sub model of the four sections created 
with the added ID fan with OEM fan curves inputted.  Figure 41 shows the full model from the 
furnace entrance to the chimney exit of one side of the boiler at 100 % load. 
Figure 41: Full draught group model 
The two general empirical relationship components on the far left of Figure 41 are the inlet 
stream of the flue gas (top) and the boiler air leakage (bottom).  Modelling the boiler air leakage 
at the root is done as the worst-case scenario where a larger mass flow through the boiler is 
seen causing larger pressure drops throughout the system.  The air heater leakage on the other 
hand is modelled after the component.  This is justified due to the largest pressure difference 
between the incoming clean combustion air and the outgoing flue gas is at the flue gas stream 
exit and is thus more likely to occur there. 
The values for the admittance at each section changed and as such the integrated model linearly 
extrapolates for loads from 97 % down to 80 % using the 100 % and 97 % design load case values.  
This was not an expected occurrence, but for the purpose of this study it was decided that this 
was acceptable.  
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3.4 Model integration methodology 
C# script has been developed that accesses the VP Application Programming Interface (API) to send 
data to the FlownexSE model.  The following process has been identified as the calculations needed 
to yield viable information to input into the Flownex model. 
The use of the VP model is to have a means of calculating the required heat input for the system.  
This is then sent to the BMEB script to calculate the amount of flue gas going through the system as 
well as setting the leakages throughout.  The structure of the completed model, as seen in Flownex, 
can be seen in Figure 42. 
Figure 42: Final connected model 
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For multiple runs, Flownex has an Excel plugin that runs the model multiple times in succession if it 
is set up correctly.  To test the limitations of this mode, a verification test was run with plant data 
of 500 snapshots for Plant A running at close to design plant health.  Figure 43 is a screen shot of 
the setup within Excel to run the model remotely.  As stated in CHAPTER 3.1.1 Overview of steam 
cycle, the condenser of Plant A is a two zone condenser.  The inputs to the model were the gross 
generation and the condenser pressure in the high-pressure and low-pressure zones.  Data for the 
steam and coal mass flow rates was compared to that calculated by the model.  An average deviation 
of 5% was calculated for the steam flow and 6 % for the coal flow. 
 
Figure 43: Excel model setup 
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4. Application case studies 
The anomalies that are considered for these case studies can be split into two categories, air/flue 
gas side anomalies and steam side anomalies.  On the air/flue gas side, the effect of coal quality; 
increased boiler exit flue gas temperature; boiler air ingress and; air heater inleakage to flue gas 
stream are investigated.  While on the steam side, the effects of feed water heaters out-of-service 
and condenser backpressure degradation are considered.  The anomalies are those discussed in 
Chapter 2.6 ID fan anomalies and their locations can be seen in Figure 44 below. 
 
Each anomaly was run at eight different boiler heat load cases. Validation data was only available 
for 100 %, 97 % and 68.6 %.  
The operating point produced by the model is the static pressure head across the fan plotted against 
the volume flow through the fan.  This point is where the system requirements (pressure loss and 
mass flow requirement) correspond to that of a certain point on the fan’s curve. 
 
Although the method of representing the fan performance using the performance curve is standard, 
it does not give a good representation of where the fan is with respect to its limits.  A method of 
calculating the fan’s normalised remaining capacity was thus formulated.  The method is described 
below and was derived by work done by Godre.[9] 
  
Figure 44: Anomaly locations 
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Normalised Capacity loss derivation 
The ID fan capacity loss (δcapacity) is defined as the ratio of capacity lost at abnormal operation ΔIab 
to the capacity available at normal operation ΔIref.  The capacity lost at abnormal operation is the 
difference in the abnormal operational current Iabnormal and that of the reference current Iref at a 
given load.  The capacity available at normal operation is the difference in the reference current Iref 
and that of the limiting ID fan current Ilimit.  The calculation of δcapacity can be seen in Equation (15) 











The ID fan capacity loss was evaluated for each anomaly across various boiler load points.  In Figure 
45 it is shown how the reference current decreases as the boiler load decreases.  The decrease in 
boiler load shows an increase in ID fan capacity as can be seen in the change from ΔIref2 to ΔIref3. 
Where the result of an anomaly shows a negative loss in capacity, it would imply that the impact of 
the anomaly is actually positive on the capacity limitations on the ID fan. 
  
Figure 45: ID fan capacity loss at varying loads schematic 
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4.1 Coal quality effects 
Three representative coal compositions were used to study the effects of the coal quality on the ID 
fan’s capacity.  All three coal composition values were taken from the ultimate analysis, that is done 
monthly, between 2003 and 2016.  The typical coal was chosen as one that was a comparative 
replacement to that found in Plant A’s baseline information [8].  For high- and low-quality coal, 
samples were chosen representing a higher and lower carbon content value. 
Table 9: The composition of the coals examined 
Figure 46 and Figure 47 depict the results of the normalised capacity lost by the ID fan due to coal 
quality variations.  Figure 46 is that when the program uses the measured CV values found on the 































 Low Quality 
(Type 1) 
Typical coal High Quality 
(Type 3) 
Mass Fraction (%) 
Carbon 37.09 42.15 53.15 
Hydrogen 1.73 2.47 2.47 
Oxygen 11 8.45 5.15 
Nitrogen 0.85 1.08 1.34 
Sulphur 0.74 1.0 0.7 
Moisture content 4.7 5.0 4.4 
Ash Content 42.6 38.82 30.4 
CV Calculated using equation (4) (MJ/kg) 14,30 17,49 20,46 
CV Measured (MJ/kg) 13,64 16,28 19,24 
% Difference from measured 4.8 7.4 6.3 
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Figure 46: Normalised capacity lost due to coal quality (CV Measured) 
 
Figure 47: Normalised capacity lost due to coal quality (CV Calculated) 
The results shown in Figure 46 are peculiar since both the high content carbon and low content 
carbon coals appear to perform worse than the reference coal.  The model uses the coal 
composition to calculate the flue gas to coal burnt ratio.  The CV on the other hand is used to 
calculate the amount of coal that is required to burn at a required output.  Logically, a higher CV 
value would result in less coal required for burning.  Less coal burnt, translates to a lower flue gas 
mass flow which in turn results in a reduced fan capacity required.  In Table 9, the measured CVs 
were approximately 6% lower than the calculated CVs.  Using the calculated CVs, Figure 47 was 
produced showing a better correlation between the different types of coal. 
The magnitude difference in coal CV value affecting the simulation so drastically is a point that can be 
further investigated.  One anomaly with the model not converging resulted in the erroneous point in 
Figure 44 (97% gen load on type 1 coal). 
The worst case for Type 1 coal saw a 2.1% loss in ID fan capacity while the Type 3 coal allowed the 
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4.2 Increased boiler flue gas exit temperatures 
The nominal backend temperature was increased by 15°C,30°C,45°C,60°C,  and 75°C.  The study was 
limited to investigating the impact of having higher backend temperatures with respect to the fluid 
properties and not the other implications that can arise over prolonged operation at these 
temperatures.  A notable impact would be the formation of sulphuric acid in the flue gas stream 
which would greatly impact the air heaters’ performance leading to larger leakages.  Figure 48 
depicts the results from their comparison to design values. 
 
Figure 48: Normalised capacity lost by boiler flue gas exit temperature 
This study showed a general trend of increasing consumption of ID fan capacity as both the load and 
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4.3 Air ingress into the boiler 
The air ingress in the boiler is calculated in the BMEB tool.  The actual flow rate is then transferred 
to the boiler air leakage general empirical relationship component in the draught group model to 
simulate its influence.  This value is a percentage of the mass of the air ingress over the mass of the 
flue gas at the furnace exit.  Plant A was designed with the expectation that air could leak into the 
boiler at around 2.2% of the total flue gas flowing through it.  With that in mind, multiple runs 
attributing to larger air inleakages were done to a maximum of 15%.  Figure 49 shows the results 
obtained by the model on the impact of boiler air ingress on the ID fan’s capacity. 
 
Figure 49: Normalised capacity lost by air ingress into the boiler 
As can be seen, at a boiler air ingress of 15%, the lost capacity on the ID fan is 44.6%.  This impact is 
due to an additional 165 kg/s of air flowing through the whole draught group that the ID fan must 
compensate for.  There is a general trend that more boiler air ingress creates a larger loss in ID fan 
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4.4 Air heater inleakage to flue gas stream 
The air heater (AH) air inleakage is calculated in the BMEB tool.  This value is a percentage of ingress 
air over flue gas at the boiler exit.  Plant A was designed with a leeway of 5.3% expected AH leakage 
due to mechanical limitations of the sealing ring and general wear and tear of the environment the 
AH works in.  This study ran multiple runs increasing the total AH air ingress from 6% to 26% in 
increments of 2%.  The AH has the high differential pressure between the heat exchanging streams 
and as such a small leak can amount to a large amount of flow between them.  Figure 50 shows the 
results of these increases with respect to the ID fan’s capacity. 
 
Figure 50: Normalised capacity lost by air leakage into the flue gas stream of air heater 
The general trend of increased load increases the fan’s lost capacity as well as the increase in AH 
leakage.  With the highest leakage of 26 %, the capacity lost was 47.5 %.  This is due to an additional 
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4.5 Feed water heaters out-of-service 
A schematic of the feedwater heater train of Plant A is shown in Figure 51.  There are three low 
pressure FWHs (1 to 3), a deaerator, and two HP FWHs (5 and 6).  Plant A has two parallel banks of 
HP FWH with two FWHs in each bank. The first bank (bank A) is made up of FWH 5A and 6A, while 
second (bank B) contains FWH 5B and 6B. 
Figure 51: Feedwater heater train of Plant A 
The case study investigated in this section looks at the effect of taking FWH out of service.  This was 
limited to the HP FWH.  Table 10 gives an overview of all the runs carried out with reference to 
which HP FWH were taken out of service during each run.  Plant A does not have the capability to 
remove only one FWH from the cycle, as such the possible scenarios are limited to: Bank A (i.e. FWH 
5A and 6A out of service), Bank B (i.e. FWH 5B and 6B out of service), and Both Banks (all FWH out 
of service). 














Reference Both Banks Bank A Bank B 
5A  X X  
5B  X  X 
6A  X X  
6B  X  X 
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Figure 52 shows the normalised ID fan capacity loss of the various runs.  At full load (100 %), it can 
be seen that both banks being out has the highest loss in ID fan capacity with 16.2 % at 100 % 
generation load.  This is to be expected since switching off all 4 HP FWHs would result in the largest 
additional heat requirement from the boiler.  It is also to be expected that taken out Bank A or Bank 
B should yield the same normalised ID fan capacity loss.  The similarity in the run pairs is attributed 
to the fact that the same feed water temperature rise is experienced for the FWHs in each of the 
combined FWHs.  The next significant normalized ID fan capacity loss of 8.5 % is seen in Runs 6 and 
7 where a bank of FWHs is taken out of service.  
 
 
Figure 52: Normalised capacity lost by out of service HP FWH at various boiler loads 
The effect of taking out the LP FWH was not considered in this study.  The methodology for setting 
up the model does allow for the simulation of runs that describes situations where LP FWHs are put 
out of service.  Similar normalised ID fan capacity losses, like those seen in Figure 52, are likely to be 
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4.6 Condenser backpressure degradation 
The case study investigated in this section is that of the degradation of the condenser in the steam 
cycle.  Degradation of the condenser backpressure refers to the pressure rising effecting multiple 
things such as the LP turbine exhaust steam properties.  At BMCR, the reference average condenser 
backpressure was set to 5.4 kPa as per the official heat balance diagrams.  As the load decreased, 
there was a constant difference between the two condenser zones with a decrease in both 
pressures.  A linear relationship was found and used in this case study. 
This study was conducted at three average pressures (7 kPa, 9 kPa and 12 kPa) correlating to 100 % 
with the same linear relationship found in the heat balance diagrams.  They were then compared to 
the 5.3 kPa average to calculate the normalised capacity lost by the ID fan.  The results can be seen 
in Figure 53 below. 
 
Figure 53: Normalised capacity lost by condenser backpressure degradation 
From the figure it is seen that as the load increase the capacity lost on the fan increases.  On top of 
that, with higher average condenser backpressures the issue is exasperated as the trend seems to 
have a steeper curve closer to 100 % generation load. 
The full load operation of the plant with 12 kPa, 9 kPa and 7 kPa average condenser backpressure 






























Average 7 kPa at 100%
Average 9 kPa at 100%
Average 12 kPa at 100%
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5. Conclusions and recommendations 
5.1 Conclusions 
The primary objective of this project was to develop a modelling methodology that can be used to 
conduct a systematic study of the impact of various anomalies, within the power plant, on the ID 
fan.  The methodology outlined within this report was used to successfully create a model.  The 
success of this model was based on the two tests.  The first being its ability to accurately calculate 
the vane position of the ID fan using baseline information.  The second test used plant data from a 
stable month of Plant A’s operation. 
The BMEB was a substantial part to getting the full model working.  The inclusion of which allowed 
for the simulation of various boiler related performance metrics.  Its use in this study established 
the connection between the draught group and Rankine cycle, thus becoming the enabling factor 
of the study. 
The systematic study of the six anomalies showed varying degrees of impact on the ID fan.  The 
studies had similarities in the fact that the same anomaly at higher loads had a greater impact on 
the fan than at lower ones.  The trend was also nonlinear in all six cases per anomaly severity. 
The lowest impact came from the changes in coal quality.  This was surprising due to the general 
consensus that the composition of the flue gas should affect not only the flow but also its quantity.  
The highest impact tested came from the AH leakage.  The large amount of air flow into the flue gas 
stream was slightly more impactful than the boiler air ingress that happens upstream 
In conclusion setting up the model is possible and practical results can be achieved in this way. 
  




As the aim of the study to start a framework in the form of a practical methodology to further study 
the use of a tool to calculate ID fan capacity limitations, it was not possible to delve into minute 
details on many sections.  One point that could supplement the study is to create/use other Rankine 
cycle modelling software for a comparison on the speed of the calculations.  This could in turn bring 
the project to the point where it could sync up with an online plant data server to calculate the 
losses in the system in-situ. 
The current state of the BMEB is generic and can easily be recreated for different power plant 
setups.  But more could still be done if more data in specific areas could be obtained.  The constants 
implemented give adequate accuracy to give out results; however, this can still be improved for a 
higher standard. 
The issue of the difference in coal CV value effecting the simulation so drastically is a point that can 
be further investigated.  One anomaly with the model not converging resulted in the erroneous 
point in Figure 47 (97% gen load on type 1 coal). 
The lack of Plant A data resulted in a lot of assumptions between the main generation points to be 
made.  Having a more detailed set of data to construct the model would result in a reduced use of 
interpolations to create the simulated data. 
The draught group model can be created in greater detail to further investigate the effects of AH 
and boiler leakages in varying position along the draught group plant.  This could further feed into 
a robust fault-finding system that gives an idea of the type of leaks a system engineer should look 
for across the draught group. 
Finally, the model was geared for individual anomalies to be tested one at a time.  The addition of 
choosing different anomalies to test their connected influence on the draught group can be done to 
increase the knowledge base on the ID fans capacity. 
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Appendix A. Mathematical derivation 
A.1 – Complete BMEB 
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Let us assume that the mass units and quantities of the air and flue gas are associated with burning 
one unit of coal.  
The stoichiometric air required is based on the coal coming into the boiler. The oxygen in the air 
reacts with each component of the coal to form gases that make up the flue gas. For example, 
oxygen reacts with sulphur to form sulphur dioxide. Therefore, to determine this stoichiometric air 
we need the coal composition. Consider the hypothetical coal sample below: 









Unburned Carbon 2 
 
The equation for calculation of stoichiometric air is given as: 

























































The total flowrates of flue gas and air are given below: 
AIRexcessAIRstoicAIRTotal mmm +=  
FGexcessFGstoicFGTotal mmm +=  
 





EAAirExcess =)(  
 
Thus, the total air can also be written as: 
)1( EAmm AIRstoicAIRTotal +=     
 
1+= AIRstoicFGstoic mm  
AIRstoicAIRexcessFGexcessinOFGinO mEAmmm === 23.023.022  (1)  
 
































Rearranging the equation to make the mass of oxygen in the flue gas the subject of the formula we 
obtain: 


































































Simplified Equation for Excess Air 
 

























































































Therefore, replacing the mass percentages with volume percentages, we obtain: 



















































































To simplify the notation, let yandxm FGOvAIRstoic == 2 . 
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Appendix B. Program code 
B.1 - MEB C# script 









//script must be derived from IComponentScript 
public class Script: IPS.Scripting.IComponentScript 
{ 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    // Inputs 
    IPS.Properties.Double _MW_Gen; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _AtmTemp; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mfw; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hfw; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _msh; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hsh; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mshs; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hshs; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhin; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhin; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhout; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhout; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhs; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhs; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _CV_Value; 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    //Outputs 
    IPS.Properties.Double _m_fg; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _m_fg_leak; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _m_air_ing; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _mair_id; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _Q_bhx; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _Q_AH; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _Furnace_Temp; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _T_amb; 
     
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    //Coal specs 
    IPS.Properties.Double _Condition; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _CVcalcMode; 
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    IPS.Properties.Double _CVcorr; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _CoalFlow; 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    IPS.Properties.Double _coal; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _effD; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _effHHV; 
     
    //do pre simulation initialisation here 
    public override void Initialise(){ 
    } 
   
    //do post simulation cleanup here 
    public override void Cleanup(){ 
    } 




                 
        static public double evap(double Temp) 
        { 
            double[] a = { 6.108, 0.444, 0.014, 2.65e-4, 3.03e-6, 2.03e-8, 
6.14e-11 }; 
            double result; 
            result = (a[0] + Temp * (a[1] + Temp * (a[2] + Temp * (a[3] + Temp * 
(a[4] + Temp * (a[5] + Temp * a[6])))))) * 100;  //PA 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double rho_air(double T, double Patm, double Rd, double 
pH2O) 
        { 
            double result; 
            result = (Patm / (Rd * T)) * (1 - (0.378 * pH2O) / Patm); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double Interpolation(double[] Data, double MW_Gen) 
        { 
 
            if (MW_Gen < 424.291) 
            { 
                double result1 = Data[0]; 
                return result1; 
            } 
            else if ((424.291 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen < 599.945)) 
            { 
                double deltam_1 = (Data[1] - Data[0]) / (599.945 - 424.291); 
                double result2 = deltam_1 * (MW_Gen - 424.291) + Data[0]; 
                return result2; 
            } 
            else if ((599.945 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen <= 618.5)) 
            { 
                double deltam_2 = (Data[2] - Data[1]) / (618.5 - 599.945); 
                double result3 = deltam_2 * (MW_Gen - 599.945) + Data[1]; 
                return result3; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return Data[2]; 
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            } 
             
        } 
        static public double p_h2o(double rh, double Tatm) 
        { 
            double result; 
            result = rh * evap(Tatm) / 1000;       //kPA 
            return result; 
        } 




        // Carbon based Enthalpies 
        static public double h_coal(double Temp) 
        { 
            double Tref = 0.01; 
            double result = 1.38 * (Temp - Tref); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_ubc(double Temp) 
        { 
            double Tref = 0.01; 
            double result = 0.710 * (Temp - Tref); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_FA(double Temp) 
        { 
            double Tref = 0.01; 
            double result = 0.730 * (Temp - Tref); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
//  ASHRAE Enthalpies 
        static public double h_moistair(double Temp, double SH) 
        { 
            double Tref = 0.0; 
            double result = 1.006 * (Temp - Tref) + SH * (2501 + 1.86*(Temp - 
Tref)); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_h2o(double Temp) 
        { 
            double Tref = 0.01; 
            double result = 2501 + 1.86 * (Temp - Tref); 
 
            return result; 
        } 
 
// Main enthalpy equation 
        static public double h_element(int Element, double Temp) 
        { 
            double[] col = new double[4] { 0, 0, 0, 0 }; 
            if (Element == 1)                   // Air 
            { 
                col[0] = 9.816e-1; 
                col[1] = 1.245e-4; 
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                col[2] = -1.08e-12; 
                col[3] = -2.154e-12; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 2)                  // O2 
            { 
                col[0] = 8.974e-1; 
                col[1] = 1.994e-4; 
                col[2] = -7.432e-8; 
                col[3] = 1.225e-11; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 3)                  // N2 
            { 
                col[0] = 1.015; 
                col[1] = 1.037e-4; 
                col[2] = 5.452e-9; 
                col[3] = -6.693e-12; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 4)                  // Argon 
            { 
                col[0] = 5.205e-1; 
                col[1] = 0; 
                col[2] = 0; 
                col[3] = 0; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 5)                  // CO2 
            { 
                col[0] = 8.437e-1; 
                col[1] = 4.258e-4; 
                col[2] = -1.705e-7; 
                col[3] = 2.819e-11; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 6)                  // NO 
            { 
                col[0] = 8.861e-1; 
                col[1] = 3.263e-4; 
                col[2] = 0; 
                col[3] = 0; 
            } 
            else if (Element == 7)                  // SO2 
            { 
                col[0] = 6.426e-1; 
                col[1] = 1.850e-4; 
                col[2] = 0; 
                col[3] = 0; 
            } 
 
            double result; 
            result = col[0] * Temp + col[1] * (Temp * Temp) + col[2] * (Temp * 
Temp * Temp) + col[3] * (Temp * Temp * Temp * Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        //  Other Enthalpies 
        static public double h_air(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(1, Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_o2(double Temp) 
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        { 
            double result = h_element(2, Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_n2(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(3, Temp); 
 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_argon(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(4, Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_co2(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(5, Temp); 
 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_no(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(6, Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        static public double h_so2(double Temp) 
        { 
            double result = h_element(7, Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
 
//  Flue Gas Enthalpy (mass fraction as input) 
        static public double h_fg(double Temp, double mfo2_fg, double mfco2_fg, 
double mfn2_fg, double mfso2_fg, double mfh2o_fg, double mfubc_fg, double 
mffa_fg, double mfno_fg, double mfar_fg) 
        { 
            double result = mfo2_fg * h_o2(Temp) + mfco2_fg * h_co2(Temp) + 
mfn2_fg * h_n2(Temp) 
                            + mfso2_fg * h_so2(Temp) + mfh2o_fg * h_h2o(Temp) + 
mfubc_fg * h_ubc(Temp) 
                            + mffa_fg * h_FA(Temp) + mfno_fg * h_no(Temp) + 
mfar_fg * h_argon(Temp); 
            return result; 
        } 
        static public double f_hfg(double hfgc, double Temp, double mfo2_fg, 
double mfco2_fg, double mfn2_fg, double mfso2_fg, double mfh2o_fg, double 
mfubc_fg, double mffa_fg, double mfno_fg, double mfar_fg) 
            { 
                double result = hfgc - h_fg( Temp,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  
mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  mfar_fg); 
                return result; 
            } 
//  Used the Secant method to calculate the root of the function "desired 
enthalpy" - "flue gas enthalpy equation @ Temperature" 
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        static public double root(double mfo2_fg, double mfco2_fg, double 
mfn2_fg, double mfso2_fg, double mfh2o_fg, double mfubc_fg, double mffa_fg, 
double mfno_fg, double mfar_fg, double hfgc) 
        { 
             
            double ta = 100; 
            double tb = 250; 
            double tc = 2000; 
            double err = 0.001; 
            double counter = 0; 
             
            double result = 1500; 
             
            while ((Math.Abs(f_hfg( hfgc,  tc,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  
mfso2_fg,  mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  mfar_fg)) > err) && 
(counter <= 2000)) 
            {    
                counter = counter + 1; 
                tc = (ta*f_hfg( hfgc,  tb,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  
mfso2_fg,  mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  mfar_fg) - tb*f_hfg( hfgc,  
ta,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  
mfno_fg,  mfar_fg))/ 
                (f_hfg( hfgc,  tb,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  
mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  mfar_fg) - f_hfg( hfgc,  ta,  mfo2_fg,  
mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  
mfar_fg)); 
                 
                if (f_hfg( hfgc,  tc,  mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  
mfh2o_fg,  mfubc_fg,  mffa_fg,  mfno_fg,  mfar_fg) > 0) 
                { 
                    tb = tc; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    ta = tc; 
                } 
            } 
            result = tc; 
            return result; 
        } 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    //script main execution function - called every cycle 
    public override void Execute(double Time) 






        // https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/air-composition-d_212.html 
            // Mass basis 
            double N2mm = 0.755;                                  // % kg /kg 
            double O2mm = 0.232;                                  // % kg/ / kg 
            double Armm = 0.0128;                                 // % kg / kg 
 
            // Volume Basis 
            double N2vv = 0.78117;                                // % m^3 / m^3 
            double O2vv = 0.2095;                                 // % m^3 / m^3 
            double Arvv = 0.00933;                                // % m^3 / m^3 




            // Molar Basis 
            double N2mb = 0.78119;                                // % mol / mol 
            double O2mb = 0.20947;                                // % mol / mol 
            double Armb = 0.00934;                                // % mol / mol 
 
//------------------------------Molar Mass-------------------------------------- 
            double MC = 12.01;                                          // g/mol 
            double MH = 1.00795;                                        // g/mol 
            double MO = 15.9995;                                        // g/mol 
            double MN = 14.0065;                                        // g/mol 
            double MS = 32.07;                                          // g/mol 
 
            double Rd = 287.05;                                      // J/(kg.K) 
 
            double MN2 = 2*MN;                                          // g/mol 
            double MO2 = 2 * MO;                                        // g/mol 
            double MAr = 39.95;                                         // g/mol 
            double MAIR = N2mb * MN2 + O2mb * MO2 + Armb * MAr;         // g/mol 
 
            double MH2O = 2 * MH + MO;                                  // g/mol 
            double MCO2 = MC + 2 * MO;                                  // g/mol 
            double MNO = MN + MO;                                       // g/mol 
            double MSO2 = MS + 2*MO;                                    // g/mol 
            double MNO2 = MN + 2*MO;                                    // g/mol 
 
//------------------------------Other------------------------------------------- 
            double hH2Ovap = 2441.7;                                    // kJ/kg 
            double rho_ratio = MO2 / 30.262; 
            _T_amb.Value = 44;                                          // °C 






            double Patm = 83.5;                                         // kPa 
            double RH = 0.1; 
 
             
            double P_H2O = p_h2o(RH, _AtmTemp.Value);                   // kPA 
            double xH2O = P_H2O / Patm; 
            double SH = (xH2O * MH2O) / (xH2O * MH2O + (1 - xH2O) * MAIR); 
 
// Air/Flue Gas O2 concentration 
            double[] o2fgi = { 0.0437, 0.0316, 0.0316 }; 
            double o2_ah_fg_inlet = Interpolation(o2fgi, _MW_Gen.Value); 
 
            double[] o2fgo = { 0.0536, 0.0411, 0.0408 }; 
            double o2_ah_fg_outlet = Interpolation(o2fgo, _MW_Gen.Value); 
 
            double[] o2fi = { 0.041, 0.0285, 0.0285}; 
            double o2_furn_inlet = Interpolation(o2fi, _MW_Gen.Value); 
             
            double[] o2id = { 0.0555, 0.0431, 0.0429}; 
            double o2_id_inlet = Interpolation(o2id, _MW_Gen.Value); 
 
// Air/Flue Gas Temperature 
            double[] TTfgi = { 305, 331, 334 }; 
            double TfgAHin = Interpolation(TTfgi, _MW_Gen.Value);       //°C 




            double[] TTfgo = { 113, 126, 127 }; 
            double TfgAHout = Interpolation(TTfgo, _MW_Gen.Value);      //°C 
 
            double[] TTai = { 268, 286, 288 }; 
            double TairAHout = Interpolation(TTai, _MW_Gen.Value);      //°C 
 
//Ash Analysis 
            double Cfa = 0.01; 
            double Cba = 0.01; 
            double FA = 0.9; 
            double BA = 0.1; 
 
            double TBA_exit = 800;                                      //°C 
 
//Energy Losses 






        double NoOfMills = 5; 
        double MillMotorPower = 1550; 
        double MillEff = 0.5; 
        double MillPower = MillEff*MillMotorPower*NoOfMills;            //kW 
         
//PA Fans 
        double NoPAFans = 2; 
        double PAMotorFan = 1850; 
        double PA_Eff = 0.968; 
        double PA_Power = NoPAFans*PAMotorFan*PA_Eff;                   //kW 
         
//Seal Air Fans 
        double NoSAFans = 2; 
        double SAMotorFan = 75.0; 
        double SA_Eff = 0.935; 
        double SA_Power = NoSAFans*SAMotorFan*SA_Eff;                   //kW 
         
//FD fans 
        double NoFDFans = 2; 
        double FDMotorFan = 2386.0; 
        double FD_Eff = 0.658; 
        double FD_Power = NoFDFans*FDMotorFan*FD_Eff;                   //kW 
         
//Total Power 
        double FanTotal = SA_Power;                                     //kW 
        double FanTotalR = PA_Power + SA_Power + FD_Power;              //kW 
         
//Seal air 
        double SAvol_one = 2.65; 
        double SAvol_tot = SAvol_one*NoSAFans; 
        double SAm = SAvol_tot*rho_air(_T_amb.Value, Patm, Rd, P_H2O);  //kg/s 
         
//Oil and other things 
        double OtherPower = 0; 
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        double CVmeasured = 0;       //(kJ/kg) 
        double fnox = 0.7; 
         
// Mass Fraction 
        double mfc = 0; 
        double mfh = 0; 
        double mfo = 0; 
        double mfn = 0; 
        double mfs = 0; 
         
        double mfh2o = 0; 
        double mfash = 0; 
         
         
        if (_Condition.Value == 1)      //(Aug 2016) 
        { 
            mfc = 0.3599; 
            mfh = 0.0209; 
            mfo = 0.1008; 
            mfn = 0.0086; 
            mfs = 0.0058; 
         
            mfh2o = 0.044; 
            mfash = 0.448; 
            CVmeasured = 13640; 
        } 
        else if (_Condition.Value == 2)     //(Nov 2003) 
        { 
            mfc = 0.4215; 
            mfh = 0.0247; 
            mfo = 0.0845; 
            mfn = 0.0108; 
            mfs = 0.0071; 
         
            mfh2o = 0.05; 
            mfash = 0.382; 
            CVmeasured = 16280; 
            // 
        } 
        else if (_Condition.Value == 3)    //(Sept 2003) 
        { 
            mfc = 0.5315; 
            mfh = 0.0247; 
            mfo = 0.0515; 
            mfn = 0.0134; 
            mfs = 0.0077; 
         
            mfh2o = 0.044; 
            mfash = 0.3040; 
            CVmeasured = 19240; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            mfc = 0.4394; 
            mfh = 0.025; 
            mfo = 0.0961; 
            mfn = 0.0111; 
            mfs = 0.01; 
         
            mfh2o = 0.1051; 
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            mfash = 0.3133; 
            CVmeasured = 16410; 
        } 
         
// Calorific Value (kJ/kg) 
        double cvc = 32778.15; 
        double cvh = 119931.72; 
        double cvo = 0; 
        double cvn = 0; 
        double cvs = 9257.524; 
         
        double cvh2o = 0; 
        double cvash = 0; 
         
// Stoichiometric Coefficient 
        double stc = 1; 
        double sth = 0.25; 
        double sto = -0.5; 
        double stn = 0.5*fnox; 
        double sts = 1; 
         
        double sth2o = 0; 
        double stash = 0; 
         
        double CVcoal = 0; 
        ; 
         
        if (_CVcalcMode.Value == 1) 
        { 
            CVcoal = mfc*cvc + mfo*cvo + mfh*cvh + mfn*cvn + mfs*cvs + 
mfh2o*cvh2o + mfash*cvash;        // kJ / kg 
             
            _CV_Value.Value = CVcoal; 
        } 
        else if (_CVcalcMode.Value == 2) 
        { 
            CVcoal = CVmeasured;       // kJ / kg 
             
            _CV_Value.Value = CVcoal; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            CVcoal = 16410;       // kJ / kg 
             
            _CV_Value.Value = CVcoal;  
        } 
         




        double C1 = mfash*(( Cfa*FA ) + ( Cba*BA )); 
                 
        double C2 = C1 / mfc; 
                 
        double C3 = cvc * ( C1 / CVcoal); 
                 
        double TAR = (MAIR / O2mb) *  
                    (stc * ((mfc - C1) / MC) + sto * (mfo / MO) + sth * (mfh / 
MH) + stn * (mfn / MN) + sts * (mfs / MS)); 




// Excess Air at AH inlet 
double EA_AH_fg_inlet = ((TAR + 1) / (TAR))*(o2_ah_fg_inlet/((O2mm/rho_ratio) - 
o2_ah_fg_inlet)); 
         
//--- 
double per_Air_ing = EA_AH_fg_inlet - ((TAR + 1) / (TAR))*( (o2_furn_inlet) / ( 
( O2mm / rho_ratio ) - o2_furn_inlet) ); 
//--- 
         
//DAR 
        double DAR = TAR*(1 + EA_AH_fg_inlet); 
         
//HAR 
        double HAR = DAR*(1 + SH); 
                 
// Mole fractions 
                double mfc_1 = mfc - C1; 
 
                double nc = (mfc_1 / MC) * (MC / mfc_1); 
                double nh = (mfh / MH) * (MC / mfc_1); 
                double no = (mfo/MO) * (MC / mfc_1); 
                double nn = (mfn/MN) * (MC / mfc_1); 
                double ns = (mfs/MS) * (MC / mfc_1); 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
//Mass flow rates ber kg Coal 
                double FR_CO2 = nc * mfc_1 * (MCO2 / MC); 
                double FR_H2O = 0.5 * nh * mfc_1 * (MH2O / MC) + SH * DAR + 
mfh2o; 
                double FR_O2 = EA_AH_fg_inlet * TAR * O2mb * (MO2 / MAIR); 
                double FR_N2 = 0.5 * (1 - fnox) * nn * mfc_1 * (MN2 / MC) + DAR 
* N2mb * (MN2 / MAIR); 
                double FR_NO = fnox * nn * mfc_1 * (MNO / MC); 
                double FR_SO2 = ns * mfc_1 * (MSO2 / MC); 
 
                double FR_Ar = DAR * Armb * (MAr / MAIR); 
                double FR_FA = mfash * FA*(1-Cfa); 
                double FR_UBC = mfash*(Cfa*FA); 
             
                double FGR = FR_CO2 + FR_H2O + FR_O2 + FR_N2 + FR_NO + FR_SO2 + 
FR_Ar + FR_FA + FR_UBC; 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
        //Mass fraction 
                double mfco2_fg = FR_CO2/ FGR; 
                double mfh2o_fg = FR_H2O/ FGR; 
                double mfo2_fg = FR_O2/ FGR; 
             
                double mfn2_fg = FR_N2/ FGR; 
                double mfno_fg = FR_NO/ FGR; 
                double mfso2_fg =  FR_SO2/ FGR; 
 
                double mfar_fg = FR_Ar / FGR; 
                double mffa_fg = FR_FA / FGR; 
                double mfubc_fg = FR_UBC / FGR; 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
                double MFG = mfo2_fg * MO2 + mfco2_fg * MCO2 + mfn2_fg * MN2  
                        + mfso2_fg * MSO2 + mfno_fg * MNO2 + mfh2o_fg * MH2O  
                        + mfar_fg*MAr + mfubc_fg*MC; 
  








//                    All equations are in the methods above 
 
//============================================================================== 
//-------------------------Global Boiler Energy Balance------------------------= 
//============================================================================== 
        //kW 
        double Q_steam = ((_msh.Value*_hsh.Value) + 
(_mrhout.Value*_hrhout.Value))  
                        - ((_mfw.Value*_hfw.Value) + (_mrhin.Value*_hrhin.Value)  
                        + (_mshs.Value*_hshs.Value) + (_mrhs.Value*_hrhs.Value) 
); 
         
        double Q_credits = MillPower + FanTotal + OtherPower; 
                 
        double m_coal_top = Q_steam - Q_credits + SAm * ( h_moistair(TairAHout, 
SH) - h_moistair(_T_amb.Value, SH) ); 
         
         
         
        double m_coal_bot = CVcoal * (1 - Q_insul_loss)  
                                + h_coal(_T_amb.Value) 
                                + HAR * per_Air_ing * h_moistair(_T_amb.Value, 
SH)  
                                + HAR * (1 - per_Air_ing) * 
h_moistair(TairAHout, SH) 
                                - FGR * h_fg(TfgAHin, mfo2_fg, mfco2_fg, 
mfn2_fg, mfso2_fg, mfh2o_fg, mfubc_fg, mffa_fg, mfno_fg, mfar_fg) 
                                - mfash * BA * h_FA(TBA_exit); 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
        double m_coal = m_coal_top/m_coal_bot; 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
        _CoalFlow.Value = m_coal; 
         
        //Mass flowrates 
        double m_air_total = HAR * m_coal; 
        double m_fg_AH_inlet = m_coal * FGR; 
                 
        double m_airing = m_air_total * per_Air_ing; 
        double m_air_ah_outlet = m_air_total - m_airing - SAm; 
             
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
            // Leakage calculations 
            double m_AH_leak = m_fg_AH_inlet * rho_ratio * ((o2_ah_fg_outlet - 
o2_ah_fg_inlet)/ 
                                                                                
(O2mm - o2_ah_fg_outlet * rho_ratio)); 
 
                double m_air_AH_inlet = m_air_ah_outlet + m_AH_leak; 
                double m_fg_AH_outlet = m_fg_AH_inlet + m_AH_leak; 
 
                double fghin = h_fg(TfgAHin, mfo2_fg, mfco2_fg, mfn2_fg, 
mfso2_fg, mfh2o_fg, mfubc_fg, mffa_fg, mfno_fg, mfar_fg); 
                 
                double mfg_rat = m_fg_AH_inlet/m_fg_AH_outlet; 
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                double mfo2_fg2 = ( m_fg_AH_inlet*mfo2_fg + 
m_AH_leak*O2mm)/m_fg_AH_outlet; 
                double mfn2_fg2 = ( m_fg_AH_inlet*mfn2_fg + 
m_AH_leak*N2mm)/m_fg_AH_outlet; 
                double mfar_fg2 = ( m_fg_AH_inlet*mfar_fg + 
m_AH_leak*Armm)/m_fg_AH_outlet; 
                 
                double fghout = h_fg(TfgAHout, mfo2_fg2, mfco2_fg*mfg_rat, 
mfn2_fg2, mfso2_fg*mfg_rat, mfh2o_fg*mfg_rat, mfubc_fg*mfg_rat, mffa_fg*mfg_rat, 
mfno_fg*mfg_rat, mfar_fg2); 
 
        double h_a_amb = h_moistair(_T_amb.Value, SH) ; 
                double h_a_ah = h_moistair(TfgAHin, SH); 
 
                double Q_AH =  (fghin*m_fg_AH_inlet - fghout*m_fg_AH_outlet) + 
m_AH_leak*h_a_amb; 
                 
//============================================================================== 
//--------------------------Outputs to Flownex---------------------------------= 
//============================================================================== 
         
        double m_esp_leak = m_fg_AH_outlet * rho_ratio * ((o2_id_inlet - 
o2_ah_fg_outlet)/ 
                                                                                
(O2mm - o2_id_inlet * rho_ratio)); 
         
        _mair_id.Value = m_esp_leak; 
        _m_fg.Value = m_fg_AH_outlet + m_esp_leak; 
        _m_fg_leak.Value = m_fg_AH_outlet - m_fg_AH_inlet; 
        _m_air_ing.Value = m_airing; 
 
        _Q_bhx.Value = Q_steam; 
        _Q_AH.Value = Q_AH; 
         
        double hat = fghin + (Q_steam /  (m_fg_AH_inlet - m_airing) )  + ( 
m_airing / (m_fg_AH_inlet - m_airing) )*( h_a_ah - h_a_amb ); 
        _Furnace_Temp.Value = root( mfo2_fg,  mfco2_fg,  mfn2_fg,  mfso2_fg,  




        double Q_in = m_coal*CVmeasured + Q_credits; 
        _effD.Value = 100*Q_steam/Q_in; 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
        //HHV losses 
        double Q_fgL = m_fg_AH_inlet*fghin - (m_air_total*h_a_ah + 
m_coal*h_coal(_T_amb.Value)); 
        double Q_ubcL = C3*m_coal*CVcoal; 
        double Q_radL = Q_in*Q_insul_loss; 
        double Q_ashL = m_coal*mfash*((BA*h_FA(TBA_exit)) + (FA*h_FA(TfgAHin))); 
        double Q_H2OL = m_fg_AH_inlet*mfh2o_fg*hH2Ovap; 
        double Q_evapL = m_coal*mfh2o_fg*hH2Ovap; 
         
        double Q_totalHHV = Q_ubcL + Q_radL + Q_ashL + Q_H2OL + Q_fgL; 
        double Q_totalLHV = Q_fgL + Q_ubcL +  Q_radL + Q_ashL; 
//_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
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    } 
   
    //any processing you want to do before steady state 
    public override void ExecuteBeforeSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }    
     
    //any processing you want to do while solving steady state 
    public override void ExecuteSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }      
   
    //any processing you want to do after steady state 
    public override void ExecuteAfterSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }    
   
    //constructer initialises parameters 
    public Script() 
    { 
    //---------------------Inputs------------------------- 
        _mfw  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mfw.Value = 0; 
         
        _hfw  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hfw.Value = 0; 
         
        _msh  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _msh.Value = 0; 
         
        _hsh  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hsh.Value = 0; 
         
        _mshs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mshs.Value = 0; 
         
        _hshs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hshs.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhin  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhin.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhin  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhin.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhout  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhout.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhout  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhout.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhs.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhs.Value = 0; 
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        _MW_Gen = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _MW_Gen.Value = 618.5; 
         
        _AtmTemp = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _AtmTemp.Value = 19; 
         
        _CV_Value = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _CV_Value.Value = 16410; 
    //---------------------Outputs------------------------- 
        _m_fg  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _m_fg.Value = 0; 
        _m_fg_leak  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _m_fg_leak.Value = 0; 
        _m_air_ing  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _m_air_ing.Value = 0; 
         
        _Q_bhx  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _Q_bhx.Value = 0; 
        _Q_AH  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _Q_AH.Value = 0; 
         
        _Furnace_Temp  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _Furnace_Temp.Value = 1850; 
        _T_amb  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _T_amb.Value = 44; 
         
        _mair_id = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mair_id.Value = 0; 
         
    //-----------------------------------------------------------        
        _Condition = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _Condition.Value = 1; 
     
        _CVcalcMode = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _CVcalcMode.Value = 1; 
         
        _CVcorr = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _CVcorr.Value = -7.55; 
         
        _CoalFlow = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _CoalFlow.Value = 0; 
         
        _effD  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _effD.Value = 0; 
        _effHHV  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _effHHV.Value = 0; 
         
    } 
    //------------------------------------------------------------ 
    //property declarations to make 
    //parameters visible to outside world 
     
/*----------------------   VP Inputs  ----------------------*/   
 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(0)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mfw 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return _mfw; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hfw 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hfw; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double msh 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _msh; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hsh 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hsh; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mshs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mshs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hshs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hshs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhin 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return _mrhin; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhin 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhin; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhout 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mrhout; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhout 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhout; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mrhs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double MW_Gen 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return _MW_Gen; 
        } 
    } 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Inputs"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double AtmTemp 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _AtmTemp; 
        } 
    } 
 
 
/*----------------------   Study Variables  ----------------------*/     
 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Study Variables"})] 
    [GridOrder(1)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Condition 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _Condition; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Study Variables"})] 
     
    public IPS.Properties.Double CVcalcMode 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _CVcalcMode; 
        } 
    } 
 
/*----------------------   Temperatures  ----------------------*/    
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Temperatures"})] 
    [GridOrder(2)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Furnace_Temp 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _Furnace_Temp; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Temperatures"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Tamb 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _T_amb; 
        } 
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    } 
     
/*----------------------   Flows  ----------------------*/   
 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Flows"})] 
    [GridOrder(4)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mfg 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _m_fg; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Flows"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mfg_leak 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _m_fg_leak; 
        } 
    } 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Flows"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mair_ing 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _m_air_ing; 
        } 
    } 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Flows"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mesp_ing 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mair_id; 
        } 
    } 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Flows"})] 
    [GridOrder(4)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Coal_flow 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _CoalFlow; 
        } 
    } 
/*----------------------   Other  ----------------------*/   
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Other"})] 
    [GridOrder(4)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Qbhx 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return _Q_bhx; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Other"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double QAH 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _Q_AH; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Other"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double CVvalue 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _CV_Value; 
        } 
    } 
/*----------------------   Efficiency  ----------------------*/ 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Efficiency"})] 
    [GridOrder(5)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Efficiency_Direct 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _effD; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Efficiency"})] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double Efficiency_HHV 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _effHHV; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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B.2 - VirtualPlant C# script 



















































//script must be derived from IComponentScript 
public class Script: IPS.Scripting.IComponentScript 
{ 
    // ------------------------------------------ 
    public  double Spray_rh1(double[] Flow, double MW_Gen) 
    { 
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             if (MW_Gen < 371.1) 
                { 
                    double result1 = Flow[0]; 
                    return result1; 
                } 
            else if ((371.1 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen < 494.8)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_1 = (Flow[1] - Flow[0]) / (494.8 - 371.1); 
                    double result2 = deltam_1 * (MW_Gen - 371.1) + Flow[0]; 
                    return result2; 
                } 
                else if ((494.8 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen <= 618.5)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_2 = (Flow[2] - Flow[1]) / (618.5 - 494.8); 
                    double result3 = deltam_2 * (MW_Gen - 494.8) + Flow[1]; 
                    return result3; 
                } 
            else 
                { 
                    return Flow[2]; 
                } 
    } 
// ------------------------------------------ 
    public  double Spray(double[] Flow, double MW_Gen) 
    { 
            if (MW_Gen < 371.1) 
                { 
                    double result1 = Flow[0]; 
                    return result1; 
                } 
                else if ((371.1 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen < 494.8)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_1 = (Flow[1] - Flow[0]) / (494.8 - 371.1); 
                    double result2 = deltam_1 * (MW_Gen - 371.1) + Flow[0]; 
                    return result2; 
                } 
                else if ((494.8 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen <= 618.5)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_2 = (Flow[2] - Flow[1]) / (618.5 - 494.8); 
                    double result3 = deltam_2 * (MW_Gen - 494.8) + Flow[1]; 
                    return result3; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    return Flow[2]; 
                } 
    } 
// ------------------------------------------ 
    public double Spray_sh(double[] Flow, double MW_Gen) 
    { 
        if (MW_Gen < 424.291) 
                { 
                    double result1 = Flow[0]; 
                    return result1; 
                } 
                else if ((424.291 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen < 599.945)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_1 = (Flow[1] - Flow[0]) / (599.945 - 424.291); 
                    double result2 = deltam_1 * (MW_Gen - 424.291) + Flow[0]; 
                    return result2; 
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                } 
                else if ((599.945 <= MW_Gen) && (MW_Gen <= 618.5)) 
                { 
                    double deltam_2 = (Flow[2] - Flow[1]) / (618.5 - 599.945); 
                    double result3 = deltam_2 * (MW_Gen - 599.945) + Flow[1]; 
                    return result3; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                return Flow[2]; 
             } 
    } 
    // Inputs 
    IPS.Properties.Double _Input; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _AtmTemp; 
     
    // Outputs 
    IPS.Properties.Double _mfw; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hfw; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _msh; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hsh; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mshs; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hshs; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhin; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhin; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhout; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhout; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double _mrhs; 
    IPS.Properties.Double _hrhs; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double out1; 
    IPS.Properties.Double out2; 
     
    IPS.Properties.Double HPCond; 
    IPS.Properties.Double LPCond; 
 
    //do pre simulation initialisation here 
    public override void Initialise() 
    { 
    } 
   
    //do post simulation cleanup here 
    public override void Cleanup() 
    { 
    } 
   
    //script main execution function - called every cycle 
    public override void Execute(double Time) 
    { 
        ModelHandler Model = new ModelHandler(); 
        //--------------------Load Model-------------------// 
         
        string Path = "G:\\My Drive\\Post 
Grad\\2018\\Masters\\Final_model\\Masters_Model_V7_BP_project\\VPmodel_v3_2.cyl"
; 
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        Model.LoadModel(Path); 
         
        //-------------------Set parametric variables------------------------// 
        //Input Names 
        string VariableNameIn_1 = "MiscData.SetGeneration"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_1 = "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_1 = "LargePower"; 
        string UnitIn_1 = "MW"; 
        double ValueIn_1 = _Input; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_2 = "MiscData.SolveForGeneration"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_2 = "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_2 = "None"; 
        string UnitIn_2 = "N/A"; 
        double ValueIn_2 = 1; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_3 = "MiscData.AmbTemp"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_3 = "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_3 = "Temp"; 
        string UnitIn_3 = "°C"; 
        double ValueIn_3 = _AtmTemp; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_4 = "Boiler.Design.SetSHSpray"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_4 = "a6069c93-68f8-4fd7-b183-b89f9ba3222b"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_4 = "Flow"; 
        string UnitIn_4 = "kg/s"; 
        double[] flow_sh = {27.354, 25.654, 21.922}; 
        double ValueIn_4 = Spray_sh(flow_sh, _Input.Value); 
        out1.Value = ValueIn_4; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_5 = "Boiler.Design.SetRHSpray"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_5 = "a6069c93-68f8-4fd7-b183-b89f9ba3222b"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_5 = "Flow"; 
        string UnitIn_5 = "kg/s"; 
        double[] flow_rh = {0, 1.389, 9.390}; 
        double ValueIn_5 = Spray_rh1(flow_rh, _Input.Value); 
        out2.Value = ValueIn_5; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_6 = "Condenser, Main.Design.ConstBackPress(0)"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_6 = "a4c66a79-bcf2-4237-a584-fc87cfb26624"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_6= "PressInHgaCmHga"; 
        string UnitIn_6 = "kPaa"; 
        double ValueIn_6 = LPCond; 
         
        string VariableNameIn_7 = "Condenser, Main.Design.ConstBackPress(1)"; 
        string ComponentIDIn_7 = "a4c66a79-bcf2-4237-a584-fc87cfb26624"; 
        string UnitGroupIn_7 = "PressInHgaCmHga"; 
        string UnitIn_7 = "kPaa"; 
        double ValueIn_7 = HPCond; 
         
        //Load Inputs 
Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_1, ComponentIDIn_1,  UnitGroupIn_1, 
UnitIn_1, ValueIn_1);  
Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_2, ComponentIDIn_2, UnitGroupIn_2, 
UnitIn_2, ValueIn_2); 
Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_3, ComponentIDIn_3, UnitGroupIn_3, 
UnitIn_3, ValueIn_3); 
Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_4, ComponentIDIn_4, UnitGroupIn_4, 
UnitIn_4, ValueIn_4); 
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Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_5, ComponentIDIn_5, UnitGroupIn_5, 
UnitIn_5, ValueIn_5); 
         
Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_6, ComponentIDIn_6, UnitGroupIn_6, 
UnitIn_6, ValueIn_6); 
        Model.SetVariable_Smart(VariableNameIn_7, ComponentIDIn_7, 
UnitGroupIn_7, UnitIn_7, ValueIn_7); 
         
//---------------------------------Run Model----------------------------------// 
        Model.RunModel(); 
//------------------------Collect Return variables----------------------------// 
//Output Names 
        string CIDout = "a6069c93-68f8-4fd7-b183-b89f9ba3222b"; 
         
//FW 
        string VNout_1 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndFWInlet.massflow"; 
        string VNout_2 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndFWInlet.enthalpy"; 
         
//SH 
        string VNout_3 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndSHOut.massflow"; 
        string VNout_4 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndSHOut.enthalpy"; 
         
//SH Spray 
        string VNout_5 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndSHSpray.massflow"; 
        string VNout_6 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndSHSpray.enthalpy"; 
         
//RH 
        string VNout_7 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHInlet.massflow"; 
        string VNout_8 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHInlet.enthalpy"; 
        string VNout_9 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHOutlet.massflow"; 
        string VNout_10 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHOutlet.enthalpy"; 
         
//RH Spray 
        string VNout_11 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHSpray.massflow"; 
        string VNout_12 = "Boiler.StmWtrNode.ndRHSpray.enthalpy"; 
         
//Getting Values 
        VariableInfo OV1 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_1, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV2 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_2, CIDout); 
         
        VariableInfo OV3 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_3, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV4 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_4, CIDout); 
         
        VariableInfo OV5 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_5, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV6 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_6, CIDout); 
         
        VariableInfo OV7 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_7, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV8 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_8, CIDout); 
         
        VariableInfo OV9 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_9, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV10 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_10, CIDout); 
         
        VariableInfo OV11 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_11, CIDout); 
        VariableInfo OV12 = Model.GetSingleVariable_Smart(VNout_12, CIDout); 
 
         
        string temp = OV1.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _mfw.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV2.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hfw.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
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        temp = OV3.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _msh.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV4.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hsh.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
         
        temp = OV5.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _mshs.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV6.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hshs.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
         
        temp = OV7.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _mrhin.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV8.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hrhin.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
         
        temp = OV9.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _mrhout.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV10.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hrhout.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
         
        temp = OV11.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _mrhs.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
        temp = OV12.DisplayValue.ToString(); 
        _hrhs.Value = Convert.ToDouble(temp); 
         
    } 
   
//any processing you want to do before steady state 
    public override void ExecuteBeforeSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }    
     
//any processing you want to do while solving steady state 
    public override void ExecuteSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }      
   
//any processing you want to do after steady state 
    public override void ExecuteAfterSteadyState() 
    { 
            Execute(0.0); 
    }    
   
//constructer initialises parameters 
    public Script() 
    { 
        _mfw  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mfw.Value = 0; 
         
        _hfw  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hfw.Value = 0; 
         
        _msh  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _msh.Value = 0; 
         
        _hsh  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hsh.Value = 0; 
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        _mshs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mshs.Value = 0; 
         
        _hshs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hshs.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhin  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhin.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhin  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhin.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhout  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhout.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhout  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhout.Value = 0; 
         
        _mrhs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _mrhs.Value = 0; 
         
        _hrhs  = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _hrhs.Value = 0; 
         
        _Input = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _Input.Value = 618; 
         
        _AtmTemp = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        _AtmTemp.Value = 19; 
         
        out1 = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        out2 = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
         
        HPCond = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        HPCond.Value = 10.107; 
         
        LPCond = new IPS.Properties.Double(); 
        LPCond.Value = 6.494; 
         
    } 
 
//property declarations to make 
//parameters visible to outside world 
//Inputs 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"General Inputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(1)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double MW_Gen 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _Input; 
        } 
    } 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"General Inputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(2)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double AtmTemp 
    { 
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        get 
        { 
            return _AtmTemp; 
        } 






    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(3)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mfw 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mfw; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(4)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hfw 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hfw; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(5)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double msh 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _msh; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(6)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hsh 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hsh; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(7)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mshs 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return _mshs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(8)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hshs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hshs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(9)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhin 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mrhin; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(10)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhin 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhin; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(11)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhout 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mrhout; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(12)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhout 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhout; 
        } 
    } 
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    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(13)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double mrhs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _mrhs; 
        } 
    } 
     
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"VP Outputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(14)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double hrhs 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return _hrhs; 
        } 
    } 
//----------------------------------------------------------------- 
//Debug 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Study inputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(0)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double HP_Condenser 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return HPCond; 
        } 
    } 
 
    [PropertyUsage(UseProperty.DYNAMIC)] 
    [GridCategory(new String[]{"Study inputs"})] 
    [GridOrder(1)] 
    public IPS.Properties.Double LP_Condenser 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return LPCond; 
        } 
    } 
     
} 
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Appendix C. Model design 
C -1 Steady state controller flowchart 
 
Figure 54: Steady-state controller program flowchart 
 
